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AUGMENTED REALITY PLATFORM

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

The present application claims the benefit of and priority to U.S. provisional patent

application number 62/371,750, titled AUGMENTED REALITY PLATFORM, filed August 6,

2016, the entirety of which is incorporated herein by reference for all purposes. The present

application also claims the benefit of and priority to U.S. provisional patent application number

62/306,180, titled CONFLICT MITIGATION FOR MULTI-LAYERED AUGMENTED

REALITY, filed March 10, 2016, the entirety of which is incorporated herein by reference for all

purposes. The present application also claims the benefit of and priority to U.S. provisional

patent application number 62/242,860, titled INTERACTIVE AUGMENTED REALITY

SHARING SYSTEM AND METHOD, filed October 16, 2015, the entirety of which is

incorporated herein by reference for all purposes.

FIELD

[0001] The subject matter of the present disclosure relates generally to the field of

augmented reality.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Augmented reality (AR) refers to machine-based augmentation of a person's

sensory perception of a physical, real-world environment. Visual AR refers to a real-world view



that is supplemented or otherwise altered by computer-generated graphical content, referred to as

graphical AR content. Visual AR is typically achieved by either presenting graphical AR content

via a graphical display device by which a camera view of a real-world environment is also

presented, or by presenting graphical AR content via a see-through graphical display device that

provides a person with a direct view of a real-world environment through the see-through

graphical display device. Other forms of AR may relate to different human senses, such as

hearing, touch, taste, and smell.

SUMMARY

[0003] An augmented reality (AR) platform is disclosed herein that supports concurrent

operation of multiple AR applications developed by third-party software developers. The AR

platform may include an application programming interface (API) that third-party software

developers can use to integrate features of the AR platform into the overall user experience of

their AR applications. The AR platform includes a feature set having a variety of AR-specific

features that interact with and are accessible to the AR applications or AR layers that define a

collection of AR content. Examples of these AR-specific features include: (1) an AR viewer

capable of concurrently presenting AR content of multiple AR applications or AR layers via a

common AR viewer, (2) a layer controller feature that enables a user to control or otherwise

define which AR content from among these AR applications or AR layers are presented within

an AR view, (3) an event capture feature that utilizes a relative priority among AR content to

intelligently predict the AR application or AR layer that the user intends to interact with, (4) a

collision signaling feature that messages with AR applications or AR layers to provide third-

party developers with the ability to resolve spatial conflicts within the AR applications or AR

layers, (5) a conflict mitigation feature that resolves spatial conflicts between or among AR



content on behalf of AR applications or AR layers, and (6) a graceful degradation feature that

implements a presentation policy across the AR applications or AR layers based on client-

specific operating conditions.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0004] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram depicting an example augmented reality (AR)

system.

[0005] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram depicting an example computing system

implementing an AR system.

[0006] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram depicting additional aspects of an example AR

system 300 within the context of an example computing system implementation.

[0007] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram depicting an example method of messaging between an

AR platform and multiple AR applications or AR layers.

[0008] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram depicting an example of AR layers and priority

among such AR layers being maintained by an AR platform within the context of a multi-

application interaction.

[0009] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram depicting aspects of an AR layer, an AR object, and

the various components thereof in further detail.

[0010] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram depicting an example of how the platform handles

instances of AR objects, and the layers with which such objects are associated, on user devices.

[0011] FIG. 8 is a flow diagram depicting an example augmented reality method for

presenting AR content items of AR objects from multiple AR layers.



[0012] FIG. 9A depicts a non-limiting example of a user interface that includes an AR

view provided by an AR platform program.

[0013] FIG. 9B depicts the user interface of FIG. 9A with an updated AR view.

[0014] FIG. 10A depicts additional aspects of an example layer controller interface.

[0015] FIG. 10B depicts another example layer controller interface.

[0016] FIG. 11 is a flow diagram depicting an example augmented reality method.

[0017] FIG. 12 depicts a table that describes an example priority framework.

[0018] FIG. 13 depicts another example AR view of an AR viewer environment.

[0019] FIG. 14 is a flow diagram depicting an example method for conflict mitigation

among AR content items.

[0020] FIG. 15 depicts another example AR view of an AR viewer environment.

[0021] FIG. 16 depicts another example AR view of an AR viewer environment.

[0022] FIG. 17 depicts an example framework for prioritizing AR objects and AR layers.

[0023] FIG. 18 depicts another example AR view of an AR viewer environment.

[0024] FIG. 19 depicts another example AR view of an AR viewer environment.

[0025] FIG. 20 is a flow diagram depicting another example augmented reality method.

[0026] FIG. 2 1 is a schematic diagram depicting an example data structure for a

presentation policy.

[0027] FIG. 22 schematically depicts a non-limiting example of a computing system.

[0028] FIG. 23A and 23B are flow diagrams depicting an example method performed in

connection with a software developer program (e.g., client-based) referred to as "Unity Editor"

that forms part of the AR platform program set referred to as "ARena" for creating and

uploading child application components to a server system for deployment to end user clients.



[0029] FIG. 24A and 24B are flow diagrams depicting an example method performed in

connection with a client-based platform program at a client device for downloading and loading

child application components for presentation of AR content to an end user.

[0030] FIG. 25 depicts an example of pseudo code associated with object hierarchy that

may be implemented by or in connection with the AR platform disclosed herein.

[0031] FIGS. 26A - D depict an example of pseudo code associated with priority features

that may be implemented by or in connection with the AR platform disclosed herein.

[0032] FIGS. 27A and 27B depicts an example of pseudo code associated with conflict

mitigation features that may be implemented by or in connection with the AR platform disclosed

herein.

[0033] FIGS. 28 depicts an example of pseudo code associated with event capture

features that may be implemented by or in connection with the AR platform disclosed herein.

[0034] FIGS. 29 depicts an example of pseudo code associated with a schema-developer

hybrid abstraction that may be implemented by or in connection with the AR platform disclosed

herein.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0035] An augmented reality (AR) platform is disclosed herein that supports concurrent

operation of multiple AR applications developed by third-party software developers. The AR

platform may include an application programming interface (API) that third-party software

developers can use to integrate features of the AR platform into the overall user experience of

their AR applications. The AR platform includes a feature set having a variety of AR-specific

features that interact with and are accessible to the AR applications or AR layers that define a

collection of AR content. Examples of these AR-specific features include: (1) an AR viewer

capable of concurrently presenting AR content of multiple AR applications or AR layers via a

common AR viewer, (2) a layer controller feature that enables a user to control or otherwise

define which AR content from among these AR applications or AR layers are presented within

an AR view, (3) an event capture feature that utilizes a relative priority among AR content to

intelligently predict the AR application or AR layer that the user intends to interact with, (4) a

collision signaling feature that messages with AR applications or AR layers to provide third-

party developers with the ability to resolve spatial conflicts within the AR applications or AR

layers, (5) a conflict mitigation feature that resolves spatial conflicts between or among AR

content on behalf of AR applications or AR layers, and (6) a graceful degradation feature that

implements a presentation policy across the AR applications or AR layers based on client-

specific operating conditions.

[0036] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram depicting an example augmented reality (AR)

system 100. AR system 100 includes an AR platform 110 that facilitates interaction between or

among a set of one or more AR applications 120 and a set of one or more users 130. In this

example, AR applications 120 include multiple independent AR applications 122, 124, 126, etc.



Users 130, including example users 132, 134, etc., may interact with AR system 100 via one or

more user interfaces 140. A variety of human-perceivable stimuli provided by the AR system

may be presented to users 130 via user interfaces 140 in the form of visual, aural, and/or tactile /

haptic outputs. A variety of user inputs directed at the AR system may be received from users

130 via user interfaces 140.

[0037] AR platform 110 may include or take the form of a set of one or more AR

platform programs (i.e., a program set or program suite) implemented by a computing system

that includes one or more computing devices. An AR platform program may be referred to as a

parent AR program in relation to AR applications that depend on the AR platform program for

operation. AR platform 110 may be distributed across server-side and client-side computing

devices as one or more server-based AR platform programs (e.g., as an AR service) and as a

client-based AR platform program (e.g., as an AR browser program or AR viewer program), in

an example implementation. Each client computing device or client computing system operable

by one or more human users may implement a respective instance of the client-based AR

platform program as a component of the AR platform.

[0038] An AR application that depends on the AR platform for operation may take the

form of a set of one or more AR application programs implemented by a computing system that

includes one or more computing devices. An instance of an AR application may be distributed

across server-side and client-side computing devices via server-based and client-based AR

application programs, in an example implementation. The same or different computing devices

that implement an AR platform program may implement an AR application program. Within the

context of the AR platform disclosed herein, AR applications may be referred to as child AR

applications, and their respective programs may be referred to as child AR programs. Each client



computing device or client computing system operable by one or more human users may

implement a respective instance of a client-based AR child program as a component of an AR

application.

[0039] Input and output devices of user interfaces 140 may form part of a client system

or may be peripheral devices to the client system. A client system may include an individual

client device or a collection of multiple networked client devices operable by one or more human

users. In some examples, a client system or an individual client device thereof may be operable

by two or more users in a shared use-scenario. In other examples, each user may operate a

respective client system or a respective client device. Users 130 (and their respective client

systems or devices) may be geographically distributed or co-located depending on the

implementation or use-scenario.

[0040] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram depicting an example computing system 200

implementing an AR system, such as example AR system 100 of FIG. 1 . Computing system 200

includes a client system 210 implementing a client-based AR platform program 212. Client-

based AR platform program 212 is an example of a client-side program component of previously

described AR platform 110. A client-based AR platform program, such as program 212, may

take the form of an application program or a portion thereof, or may take the form a component

of an operating system of the client system, depending on implementation.

[0041] Computing system 200 further includes a platform server system 230

implementing a server-based AR platform program 232. Server-based AR platform program 232

is an example of a server-side program component of previously described AR platform 110. A

server-based AR platform program, such as program 232, may take the form of an application

program or a portion thereof, or may take the form of a component of an operating system of the



server system, depending on implementation. Client-based AR platform program 212 and server-

based AR platform program 232 may be configured for coordinated operation and collectively

provide an instance of an AR platform, such as example AR platform 110 of FIG. 1 .

[0042] In at least some implementations, the AR platform formed by client-based AR

platform program 212 and/or server-based AR platform program 232 includes an AR viewer

program component that provides a user with an AR view 222 of an AR viewer environment

220. As an example, client-based AR platform program 212 includes a rendering engine (e.g., a

3D rendering engine) that renders graphical content for presentation via a graphical display

device. Alternatively, this rendering engine may reside at server-based AR platform program 232

in which display information is communicated over a communications network to the client

system for presentation. AR viewer environment may be referred to as a common or shared AR

viewer environment within the context of the AR platform presenting AR content items (e.g.,

graphical representations of media files) obtained from a plurality of AR applications or AR

layers. AR view 222 may include graphical AR content items that are presented via a graphical

display device of client system 210 or a graphical display device operatively coupled with client

system 210 as a peripheral device. Graphical AR content items that are present within or form

part of the AR viewer environment 220 may be presented via the graphical display device

overlaid upon a direct view or integrated with a camera view of a real-world environment to

provide a user with AR view 222. AR view 222 represents a particular view of AR viewer

environment 220 from a particular perspective. AR view 222 may be changed or otherwise

updated by the AR platform to reflect a different view of AR viewer environment 220 as the

perspective of the user changes, as determined from position / orientation sensors of the client

system and/or by image recognition via one or more cameras of the client system.



[0043] One or more of AR platform programs 212 and 232 may interact with child AR

applications. A child AR application, such as one of previously described AR applications 120,

may include client-side and/or server-side program components. As an example, a first AR

application may include a first client-based child AR program 214 that is implemented by client

system 210 and/or a first server-based child AR program 242 that is implemented by a first

server system 240. In distributed contexts, client-based program 214 and server-based program

242 may be configured for coordinated operation and collectively provide an instance of a child

AR application, such as previously described with reference to AR applications 120 of FIG. 1 .

[0044] Each child AR application includes application data that may take the form of

computer executable instructions and/or AR objects. Each AR object may include one or more

AR content items (i.e., AR assets) and associated metadata. An AR content item may take the

form of a graphical AR content item within the context of visual AR. AR content items

additionally or alternatively may include other forms of AR content including audible,

haptic/tactile, etc. Graphical AR content items may include a three-dimensional (3D) or two-

dimensional (2D) graphical content item having associated textures, lighting / shading, etc.

Graphical AR content items may be dynamic or static.

[0045] An AR object may include a collection of AR content items that are arranged in a

hierarchy or ordered priority of different abstraction and/or degradation modes as will be

described herein with reference to FIGS. 5 and 8 . Metadata of an AR object may include

computer executable instructions (e.g., scripts) that travel with the AR object and/or a

presentation policy to be used by the AR platform with respect to the AR object and its AR

content items. Metadata may include other suitable information that may be used by the AR



platform, including positioning information that aids the AR platform in the presentation of

graphical AR content at an apparent geospatial positioning within the real-world environment.

[0046] Within the context of visual AR, graphical AR content items may be tethered or

otherwise mapped to specified points or locations within a model (e.g., of viewer environment

220) that is then aligned with a real-world environment based on sensor data obtained from

sensor devices located on-board or in the vicinity of the client device or client system. This

sensor data may be used by the AR platform to determine the position and/or orientation of the

client device or client system within the real-world environment in up to six degrees-of-freedom

(6DOF). Graphical AR content items presented via a graphical display device using proper

alignment between the model and the real-world environment have the appearance of being

physically present within the real-world environment at the apparent geospatial position or

positioning. This aspect of visual AR may be distinguishable from heads-up-display (HUD)

technologies that present graphical content upon a see-through graphical display device without

respect to the geospatial positioning of the graphical content that is presented.

[0047] Within computing system 200, a second child AR application may include client-

side and/or server-side components in the form of a second client-based child AR program 216

implemented by client system 210, and a second server-based child AR program 252

implemented by a second server system 250. Client system 210 may implement additional AR

application components, including an Nth client-based child AR program 218. In this example,

program 218 is a stand-alone client-side implementation of a corresponding AR application.

Computing system 200 further includes Nth server system 260 implementing an Nth server-

based child AR program 262. In this example, program 262 is a stand-alone server-side

implementation of a corresponding AR application. Hence, client-based program 218 and server-



based program 262 provide examples of AR application components for respective AR

applications that are not distributed across client-server systems.

[0048] Computing system 200 may include one or more additional client systems 280,

including example client system 282. Each of client systems 280 may include a respective

instance of a client-based AR platform program, such as previously described with reference to

program 212 of client system 210. Each of client systems 280 may further include respective

instances of client-based child AR programs. In at least some implementations, server-based

programs may service multiple instances of a client-based program residing at multiple

independent client systems such that a particular instance of a server-based program may be

configured for coordinated operation with the multiple instances of the client-based program.

[0049] The various client systems and server systems of computing system 200 may

communicate with each other via a network system 270. Network system 270 may include one or

more communications networks, such as one or more wide area networks (e.g., the Internet or a

portion thereof, wireless edge network components, etc.), one or more local area networks, and

one or more personal area networks, depending on implementation. Each client system of

computing system 200 may include one or more client computing devices and associated

hardware (e.g., graphical display devices, sensor devices, peripheral devices, etc.). Each server

system of computing system 200 may include one or more server computing devices and

associated hardware. In some examples, server systems 230, 240, 250, and 260 may be

integrated into a common server system or a common server computing device. Some or all of

the server computing devices of a server system may be geographically distributed or co-located.

[0050] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram depicting additional aspects of an example AR

system 300 within the context of an example computing system implementation. AR system 300



is a non-limiting example of previously described AR system 100 of FIG. 1, and represents an

example implementation of computing system 200 of FIG. 2 . Within FIG. 3, AR system 300

includes a client system 310 that includes and is implementing a client operating system (OS)

320, a client-based AR platform program 330, and multiple client-based AR child programs 340

and 350. Typically, client-based AR child programs or their AR layers are downloaded to client

systems over a communications network from a network accessible library or marketplace.

[0051] Client OS 320 includes an OS application programming interface (API) 322 by

which application programs interface with client OS 320 using supported API calls of API 322.

For example, client-based AR platform program 330 may take the form of a client-based

application program that interfaces with client OS 320 via OS API 322. Client-based AR

platform program 330 is a non-limiting example of previously described client-based AR

platform program 212 of FIG. 2 .

[0052] Client-based AR platform program 330 may include a client-based platform API

332 by which client-based child AR programs 340, 350, etc. interface with client-based AR

platform program 330 using supported API calls of API 332. Client-based AR platform program

330 may include or otherwise access platform data 334 stored locally at client system 310.

Client-based AR platform program 330 includes an AR viewer 336 by which an AR view may

be presented, such as previously described AR view 222 of FIG. 2 .

[0053] Client-based AR platform program 330 may be configured for coordinated

operation with a server-based AR platform program 360 hosted at an AR platform server system

312. Server-based AR platform program 360 is a non-limiting example of previously described

server-based AR platform program 232 of FIG. 2 . Server-based AR platform program 360 may



include a server-based platform API 362 by which client-based AR platform program 330

interfaces with server-based AR platform program 360 using supported API calls of API 362.

[0054] Server-based AR platform program 360 may include or otherwise access platform

data 364 stored locally at platform server system 312. Client-based AR platform program 330

may also access platform data 364 of platform server system 312 as well as the various services

provided by server-based AR platform program 360 via server-based platform API 364 using

supported API calls. Server-based AR platform program 360 may access platform data 334 of

client system 310 as well as the various services provided by client-based AR platform program

330 via server-based platform API 362. Communications between client-based AR platform

program 330 and server-based AR platform program 360 are performed over a communications

network as indicated by data flow path 390.

[0055] Each client-based child AR program may include or otherwise access its

respective child program data stored locally at client system 310. For example, client-based child

AR programs 340 and 350 may include or otherwise access child program data 342 and 352,

respectively. Client-based child AR programs 340 and 350 are non-limiting examples of

previously described client-based child AR programs 214 and 216 of FIG. 2 . Each client-based

child AR program may also access platform data 334 and the various services provided by client-

based AR platform program 330 via client-based platform API 332 using supported API calls of

API 332. Client-based AR platform program 330 may access child program data and/or services

of client-based child AR programs 340 and 350 via client-based platform API 332. In at least

some implementations, communications between client-based AR platform program 330 and

client-based child AR programs may additionally or alternatively be provided via OS API 322

using supported API calls of API 322.



[0056] Each client-based child AR program may be configured for coordinated

operations with a respective server-based child AR program hosted at a server system. In this

example, server-based child AR program 370 is hosted at a child application server system 314,

and server-based child AR program 380 is hosted at a child application server system 316. In

other examples, server-based child AR programs may be hosted at platform server system 312 or

may be omitted for some or all of the client-based child AR programs.

[0057] Server-based AR child programs 370 and 380 are non-limiting examples of

previously described server-based AR child programs 242 and 252 of FIG. 2 . Each server-based

AR child program may include a respective server-based child program API (e.g., 372 and 382).

Each client-based AR child program interfaces with its respective server-based AR child

program via a corresponding server-based child program API. Each server-based AR child

program may include or otherwise access child program data (e.g., 374 and 384) stored locally at

its respective server system.

[0058] Each client-based AR child program may access child program data of its

respective child application server system as well as the various services provided by its

respective server-based AR child program via a respective server-based child program API using

supported API calls. Each server-based AR child program may access corresponding child

program data of client system 310 as well as the various services provided by its respective

client-based AR child program via its server-based child program API. Communications between

client and server-based AR child programs 340 and 370 of a first AR application, and

communications between client and server-based AR child programs 350 and 380 of a second

AR application are each provided over a communications network as indicated by data flow

paths 392 and 394, respectively.



[0059] Additional or alternative data flow paths are depicted in FIG. 3 that may

correspond to other examples of how data and/or services may be accessed by program

components. Data flow paths 396 and 397 depict an example in which respective server-based

child AR programs 370 and 380 may communicate with server-based AR platform program 360

using API calls supported by API 362. Data flow paths 398 and 399 depict an example in which

respective client-based child AR programs 340 and 350 may communicate with server-based AR

platform program 360 using API calls supported by API 362.

[0060] The AR platform disclosed herein may host and maintain user accounts that

contain user-specific information for each user. In an example, these user accounts may be stored

at a server-based component of the AR platform, and may be included in platform data 364, for

example. Alternatively or additionally, each AR client may host and maintain some or all of this

user-specific information locally at the client system, and may be included in platform data 334,

for example. A user operating an AR client (e.g., client system 310) may be authenticated by the

AR platform (e.g., platform server system 312 and/or client-based AR platform program 330 of

client system 310), for example, based on user login credentials provided by the user or other

suitable authentication information. Once authenticated by the AR platform, a user may define or

update aspects of this user-specific information. As an example, the AR platform may present a

user interface to the user of an AR client or other suitable computing device that enables the user

to define or update the user-specific information. The AR platform may tailor a user experience

provided to users of AR clients based on and responsive to their respective user-specific

information.

[0061] In at least some implementations, a user may create or otherwise define content of

a curated AR layer. As an example, a user may upload AR content items to the AR platform to



be associated with a curated AR layer. As another example, a user may additionally or

alternatively select AR content items from other AR layers (e.g., other native AR layers or other

curated AR layers) to be associated with an AR curated layer. AR curated layers created or

otherwise defined by a user may be stored in or otherwise associated with the user account of

that user. A user may share AR layers, including curated AR layers and native AR layers with

other users. As an example, a user may share a hyperlink or other suitable traversable reference

with other users via a communications network. These other users may select the hyperlink or

traversable reference via their respective AR clients to access and be presented with the AR

layer. As will be described in further detail with reference to FIGS. 9A, 9B, 10A, and 10B, AR

layers that have been accessed by a user may be presented in a layer controller interface at the

AR client.

[0062] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram depicting an example method 400 of messaging between

an AR platform and multiple AR applications or AR layers. The AR platform of method 400 is a

non-limiting example of AR platform 110 of FIG. 1 . The AR applications of method 400 are

non-limiting examples of AR applications 120 of FIG. 1 . While AR applications are described

and depicted with reference to FIG. 4, these AR applications may instead refer to AR layers and

their associated scripts. The various communication modes of FIG. 4 may be used within the

context of the various features described herein to communicate information such as display

information, interaction events, responses to interaction events, priority, conflicts, collisions, and

menu data between the AR platform and the AR objects, AR layers, and source AR applications.

[0063] As previously described, the AR platform may include or take the form of a

computing system that implements a platform program set or suite of one or more AR platform

programs. For example, this program set may include an instance of a client-based AR platform



program implemented by each client system of the AR ecosystem, and one or more server-based

programs implemented by a server system of the AR ecosystem. An example client-based AR

platform program 410 implemented by an individual client system is depicted in FIG. 4 . Client-

based program 410 may take the form of an AR browser program or an AR viewer program that

includes an AR viewer, for example.

[0064] A client system implementing an instance of a client-based AR platform program

may be referred to collectively as an AR client. A server system implementing the one or more

server-based programs of the AR platform may be referred to collectively as an AR service. The

AR service may interface with and support operation of many AR clients of the AR ecosystem.

[0065] At 412, a client state is determined for the AR client. A client state refers to a

state of the AR client within the AR ecosystem at a particular time. The client state of an AR

client may be based on a variety of state-determining factors that are specific to that AR client.

Accordingly, each AR client may have its own respective client state at a particular time. A

client state of each AR client may change over time in response to changes within the state-

determining factors that are specific to that AR client. The AR platform may continuously

determine client state for each AR client on a periodic basis and/or in response to changes in

state-determining factors.

[0066] State-determining factors for determining client state may include one or more of:

(1) a hardware state component that includes sensor measurements obtained from one or more

sensors of the client system (e.g., position and orientation of the AR view), hardware type, and/or

hardware capability of the client system, (2) a user state component that includes an identity of

each user of the AR client, user-specific settings associated with each user, and/or user-specific

profile information associated with each user, (3) an AR platform state component that includes



a program state of the AR platform with respect to the AR client, (4) an AR application state

component that includes a program state of each AR application interfacing with the AR

platform with respect to the AR client.

[0067] In a first exchange between the AR platform and the first AR application, at 414,

the AR platform initiates one or more requests to the first AR application for the AR client. The

one or more requests initiated at 414 may be performed responsive to the client state determined

at 412. At 416, the first AR application receives and processes the one or more requests initiated

by the AR platform for the AR client. A request may indicate a particular action or set of actions

that are to be performed by a target program, such as a request that a particular set of information

be returned or that a particular command be implemented by the target program. At 418, the first

AR application initiates one or more responses to the AR platform for the AR client that are

responsive to the one or more requests previously received at 414. At 420, the AR platform

receives and processes the one or more responses initiated by the first AR application for the AR

client. A response may indicate whether the particular action or set of actions indicated by the

one or more requests was performed and/or the results of such action or set of actions. This first

exchange is an example of a request-based communication mode for communications that are

initiated by the AR platform with the first AR application.

[0068] In a second exchange between the AR platform and the first AR application, at

422, the first AR application initiates one or more requests to the AR platform for the AR client.

At 424, the AR platform receives and processes the one or more requests initiated by the first AR

application for the AR client. At 426, the AR platform initiates one or more responses to the first

AR application for the AR client that are responsive to the one or more requests previously

received at 424. At 428, the first AR application receives and processes the one or more



responses initiated by the AR platform for the AR client. This second exchange is an example of

a request-based communication mode for communications that are initiated by the first AR

application with AR platform.

[0069] The above exchanges between the AR platform and the first AR application are

examples of a request-based communication mode in which responses are provided by a program

component in response to requests initiated by another program component. This request-base

communication mode may be supported by an API of the AR platform or the first AR

application, for example.

[0070] In another example, a push-based (i.e., a subscription-based) communication

mode may be alternatively or additionally used in which exchanges between the AR platform

and the first AR application do not necessarily involve initiating requests. With a push-based

communication mode, responses may be provided by a program to another program in response

to satisfaction of a pre-defined set of conditions. This pre-defined set of conditions may be

established at a particular program by another program at an earlier time or in a prior session to

define how, when, or if communications are to be initiated. A push-based communication mode

may be supported by an API of the AR platform or the first AR application, for example.

[0071] For example, in a third exchange between the AR platform and the first AR

application under a push-based communication mode, at 430, the first AR application determines

that one or more responses are to be initiated to the AR platform. At 432, the first AR application

initiates the one or more responses to the AR platform for the AR client that are responsive to the

determination at 430. At 434, the AR platform receives and processes the one or more responses

initiated by the first AR application for the AR client. This third exchange represents an example



of a push-based communication mode in which the AR platform subscribes to the first AR

application for communications that are initiated by the first AR application with AR platform.

[0072] In a fourth exchange between the AR platform and the first AR application under

a push-based communication mode, at 436, the AR platform determines that one or more

responses are to be initiated to the first AR application. At 438, the AR platform initiates the one

or more responses to the first AR application for the AR client that are responsive to the

determination at 436. At 440, the first AR application receives and processes the one or more

responses initiated by the AR platform for the AR client. This fourth exchange represents an

example of a push-based communication mode in which the first AR application subscribes to

the AR platform for communications that are initiated by the AR platform with the first AR

application.

[0073] Similarly, with respect to a second AR application (or an additional AR

application), in a first exchange between the AR platform and the second AR application under a

request-based communication mode, at 450, the AR platform initiates one or more requests to the

second AR application for the AR client. At 452, the second AR application receives and

processes the one or more requests initiated by the AR platform for the AR client. At 454, the

second AR application initiates one or more responses to the AR platform for the AR client that

are responsive to the one or more requests previously received at 452. At 456, the AR platform

receives and processes the one or more responses initiated by the second AR application for the

AR client. This first exchange is an example of a request-based communication mode for

communications that are initiated by the AR platform with the second AR application.

[0074] In a second exchange between the AR platform and the second AR application

under a request-based communication mode, at 458, the second AR application initiates one or



more requests to the AR platform for the AR client. At 460, the AR platform receives and

processes the one or more requests initiated by the second AR application for the AR client. At

462, the AR platform initiates one or more responses to the second AR application for the AR

client that are responsive to the one or more requests previously received at 460. At 464, the

second AR application receives and processes the one or more responses initiated by the AR

platform for the AR client. This second exchange is an example of a request-based

communication mode for communications that are initiated by the second AR application with

the AR platform.

[0075] In a third exchange between the AR platform and the second AR application

under a push-based communication mode, at 466, the second AR application determines that one

or more responses are to be initiated to the AR platform. At 468, the second AR application

initiates the one or more responses to the AR platform for the AR client that are responsive to the

determination at 466. At 470, the AR platform receives and processes the one or more responses

initiated by the second AR application for the AR client. This third exchange represents an

example of a push-based communication mode in which the AR platform subscribes to the

second AR application for communications that are initiated by the second AR application with

AR platform.

[0076] In a fourth exchange between the AR platform and the second AR application

under a push-based communication mode, at 472, the AR platform determines that one or more

responses are to be initiated to the second AR application. At 474, the AR platform initiates the

one or more responses to the second AR application for the AR client that are responsive to the

determination at 472. At 476, the second AR application receives and processes the one or more

responses initiated by the AR platform for the AR client. This fourth exchange represents an



example of a push-based communication mode in which the second AR application subscribes to

the AR platform for communications that are initiated by the AR platform with the second AR

application.

[0077] Use of the example communication modes described with respect to method 400

of FIG. 4 may be defined on a per application basis, on a per direction of communication basis,

and/or on a per AR client basis. For example, communications initiated by the first AR

application to the AR platform, for some or all AR clients, may use a request-based

communication mode, whereas communications initiated by the AR platform to the first AR

application may use a push-based communication mode; or vice-versa. As another example, the

second AR application may use a push-based communication mode (or alternatively a request-

based communication mode), for some or all AR clients, for communications initiated by the

second AR application to the AR platform and for communications initiated by the AR platform

to the second AR application. As yet another example, all AR applications of the AR ecosystem

may use a request-based communication mode (or alternatively a push-based communication

mode) to initiate communications to the AR platform, and the AR platform may use a request-

based communication mode (or alternatively a push-based communication mode) to initiate

communications to all AR applications of the AR ecosystem. In at least some implementations,

an AR application may define whether a push-based or a request-based communication mode is

to be used for communications initiated by the AR platform to that AR application. In at least

some implementations, the AR platform may define whether a push-based or a request-based

communication mode is to be used for communications initiated by an AR application to the AR

platform. The particular API of the AR platform or the AR applications may be used to define



which communication mode is to be used for communications between the AR platform and the

AR applications.

[0078] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram depicting an example of AR layers and priority

among such AR layers being maintained by an AR platform within the context of a multi-

application interaction. Within FIG. 5, an AR platform, as an AR platform program 510

implemented by a computing system, maintains a layer map 520 and a priority map 540. Layer

map 520 and priority map 540 are non-limiting examples of the platform data of FIG. 3 .

Accordingly, layer map 520 and/or priority map 540 may reside at a client-based platform

program in an example implementation, and may reflect a particular client state of an AR client.

[0079] A layer map, such as example layer map 520, may be used by the AR platform to

identify and distinguish multiple AR layers and their respective AR objects from each other.

Layer map 520 includes a set of one or more layer identifiers. Each layer identifier corresponds

to a respective AR layer. Example layer identifiers 521, 528, 536 are depicted in FIG 5 . Each

layer identifier is associated with a set of one or more AR object identifiers within layer map

520. Example AR object identifiers 522, 524, 526 are associated with layer identifier 521, and

example AR object identifiers 530, 532, 534 are associated with layer identifier 528 in FIG. 5 .

[0080] An AR layer may take the form of a native AR layer or a curated AR layer. A

native AR layer refers to an AR layer having a set of one or more associated AR objects that

originate from an individual source, such as from a particular AR application. Within this

context, the AR application may include many instances of a client-based AR child program that

are implemented by many client devices. AR application program 560 of an AR application

corresponds to layer identifier 521 as indicated by a line connecting AR application program 560

to layer identifier 521 in FIG. 5 . Also in this example, AR application program 564 of a different



AR application corresponds to layer identifier 528 as indicated by a line connecting AR

application program 564 to layer identifier 528 in FIG. 5 .

[0081] In this example, AR application program 560 includes a set of AR objects,

including example AR object 562. AR objects of AR application programs in FIG. 5 are non-

limiting examples of child program data in FIG. 3 . Within FIG. 5, AR object 562 corresponds to

AR object identifier 526 as indicated by a line connecting AR object 562 to AR object identifier

526 within FIG. 5 . Similarly, other AR objects of AR application program 560 correspond to AR

object identifiers 522 and 524. Also in this example, AR application program 564 includes a set

of AR objects, including example AR object 566. AR object 566 corresponds to AR object

identifier 534 as indicated by a line connecting AR object 566 to AR object identifier 534 within

FIG 5 . Other AR objects of AR application program 564 correspond to AR object identifiers 530

and 532.

[0082] In contrast to a native AR layer, a curated AR layer refers to an AR layer having

AR objects that originate from two or more independent sources. As an example, AR layer

identifier 536 corresponds to a curated AR layer that includes AR objects 526 and 534 of AR

application programs 560 and 564, respectively. Accordingly, a curated AR layer is an AR layer

that includes a mix of AR objects from two or more independent sources.

[0083] AR objects may originate from other sources aside from AR application

programs. As an example, a data source 568 depicted schematically in FIG. 5 may refer to a

component of the AR platform (e.g., AR platform program 510 or a database system accessible

to the AR platform program) or a third-party data source (e.g., a network resource accessible

over a communications network or data storage of a client device). Data source 568 may refer to

an example of the platform data of FIG. 3 . Curated AR layer data set 570 may include a layer



map or a portion thereof for a curated AR layer and/or may include some or all of the AR objects

of that curated AR layer. For example, an AR object corresponding to AR object identifier 538

which did not originate from either of AR application programs 560 may instead originate from

curated AR layer data set 570 of data source 568.

[0084] A priority map, such as example priority map 540, may be used by the AR

platform to identify and distinguish multiple AR layers and their respective AR objects from

each other with respect to priority. As will be described in further detail with regards to layer

control and conflict mitigation, priority may be used by the platform program to determine

whether a particular AR object is to be presented and how that AR object is presented within the

context of a multi-application AR experience.

[0085] Priority map 540 includes a layer priority 542 component and an object priority

550 component. Accordingly, AR platform program 510 maintains priority between or among

AR layers, and additionally maintains priority between or among AR objects. The AR platform

may periodically or continuously update the priority values associated with AR layers and AR

objects responsive to changes in client state of the AR client, for example.

[0086] Layer priority 542 includes a priority value associated with each layer identifier of

layer map 520. As an example, layer identifier 521 corresponding to a native AR layer of AR

application program 560 is associated with priority value 544, layer identifier 528 corresponding

to a native AR layer of AR application program 564 is associated with priority value 546, and

layer identifier 536 corresponding to a curated AR layer is associated with priority value 548.

[0087] Object priority 550 includes a priority value associated with each AR object

identifier of layer map 520. As an example, AR object identifier 526 corresponding to AR object

562 is associated with priority value 552, AR object identifier 534 corresponding to AR object



566 is associated with priority value 554, and AR object identifier 538 corresponding to another

AR object of a curated AR layer is associated with priority value 556.

[0088] FIG. 5 depicts additional aspects of example AR objects. For example, AR object

562 includes a set of one or more content items 580, which includes example AR content item

582 and may include additional AR and/or non-AR content items. A content item may include

graphical content or other multimedia content that is capable of presentation to a user via a client

system. A content item may take the form of one or more files. Non-limiting examples of

graphical content items include: (1) 3D models having file formats such as .3ds, .obj, .mtl, .lwo,

.ive, .osg, .fbx, etc., (2) 2D images having file formats such as jpg, .png, .tga, .gif, .bmp, etc., (3)

2D videos having file formats such as .mp4, .mov, .wmv, .flv, .avi, etc., (4) text having file

formats such as .ttf, etc., to name several examples. Non-limiting examples of non-graphical

content items include audio having file formats such as .wav, .mp3, .mp4, .wma, etc., as well as

audio components of video files.

[0089] An AR object may include metadata, such as example object metadata 584 of AR

object 562. Metadata of an AR object may refer to all other data that accompanies the AR object

aside from the AR content items of the AR object. AR object 566 of AR application program 564

also includes a set of one or more AR content items 586, which includes example AR content

item 588 and may include additional AR content items. AR object 566 also includes object

metadata 590 in this example.

[0090] FIG. 5 also depicts data flow paths 592 and 594 between AR platform program

510 and AR application programs 560 and 564, respectively. Data flow paths 592 and 594 may

be referred to as AR channels, and may traverse one or more communications networks and/or

APIs as previously described with reference to FIGS. 2 - 4 . AR objects may be communicated



over these AR channels between the AR platform program and an AR application program.

Communications between data source 568 and AR platform program 510 may also be provided

over a data flow path 596 that takes the form of an AR channel, such as where the data source is

a remote independent data source residing at a third-party server system. Again, AR objects may

be communicated over this AR channel between the data source and the AR platform program,

and such communications may traverse one or more communications networks and/or APIs.

[0091] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram depicting aspects of an AR layer, an AR object, and

the various components thereof in further detail. In this example, AR layer 610 contains three

types of data: (1) layer-specific AR objects 612, (2) layer-specific files 620, and (3) layer

metadata 628. AR layer 610 is a non-limiting example of the previously described AR layers of

FIG. 5 . Accordingly, AR layer 610 may refer to a native AR layer or a curated AR layer.

[0092] Layer-specific AR objects 612 include references to respective AR objects 646,

which may reside on one or more servers of a server system. For example, AR object reference

618 refers to AR object 648. Layer-specific files 620 may include one or more references to: (1)

respective media files 634 (i.e., AR content items or media content items, generally), (2) script

files 638, and (3) miscellaneous files 642, which may reside on one or more servers of the server

system. For example, a layer-specific media file reference of previously described references 622

refers to media file 636, a layer-specific script reference of references 624 refers to script file

640, and a miscellaneous layer-specific file reference of references 626 refers to miscellaneous

file 644.

[0093] As previously described, media files 634 may include files formatted for the

delivery of media, including 3D models, animations, video, images, audio, and haptic media. File

formats may include jpg, .gif, .mp4, .mpeg, .mp3, .avi, .obj, etc., as non-limiting examples.



Script files 638 may include various script and/or event files for use in AR layers and AR

objects, enabling users to interact with such layers or objects. Miscellaneous files 642 may

include information and/or datasets specific to an AR layer or an AR object, that are explicitly

not scripts or media. Non-limiting examples include binary files, save states, temporary

positions, high scores, etc.

[0094] Layer metadata 628 may include information required by the platform, apart from

the render/di splay engine, that enables platform functionality for that layer. Examples of

platform functionality include the ability to search for, buy, comment on, vote, and share AR

layer 610. Layer metadata 628 contains a layer identifier (ID) 630, and other layer metadata 632.

Non-limiting examples of other layer metadata 632 my include information identifying a creator

of the layer, an owner of the layer, edits made to the layer, timestamps, comments, times shared,

views, etc.

[0095] In this example, each AR object, such as AR object 648 contains of two types of

data: (1) object-specific files 650 and (2) object metadata 662. Object-specific files 650 may

include one or more references to media files 668 (i.e., AR content items or media content items,

generally), script files 672, and miscellaneous files 676, which reside on one or more servers of

the server system. For example, object-specific media file reference 656 refers to media file 670,

object-specific script reference 658 refers to script file 674, and miscellaneous object-specific

file reference 660 refers to miscellaneous file 678. Examples of media files 668, script files 672,

and miscellaneous files 676 may be the same as previously described with reference to files 634,

638, and 642, respectively.

[0096] Object metadata 662 may include information required by the platform, apart

from the render/di splay engine, that enables platform functionality for that object. Examples of



platform functionality include the ability to search for, buy, comment on, vote, and share AR

object 648. Object metadata 662 contains an object identifier (ID) 664, and additional object

metadata 666. Non-limiting examples of other object metadata may include information

identifying a creator of the object, an owner of the object, edits made to the object, timestamps,

comments, times shared, views, etc.

[0097] The various references described in FIG. 6 are traversable by the AR platform to a

network or database location from which a corresponding data item may be retrieved, accessed,

or otherwise referenced. In another implementation, some or all of the data items referred to by a

reference may instead reside within an AR layer or an AR object, such as within a file wrapper

of the AR layer or AR object. In these implementations, references to such data items may be

omitted from the AR layer or AR object. The various forms of scripts or script files described

herein may include computer executable scripting language that may be interpreted by the AR

platform (e.g., by the client-based AR platform program and/or by the server-based AR platform

program depending on implementation) during runtime. The various forms of metadata or

metadata files herein may be associated with specific AR objects or AR layers. In another

implementation, metadata may be replaced with a metadata reference that refers to a particular

metadata file. This metadata reference is traversable by the AR platform to a network or

database location from which the metadata file or a portion thereof may be retrieved, accessed,

or otherwise referenced.

[0098] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram depicting an example of how the platform handles

instances of AR objects, and the layers with which such objects are associated, on user devices.

[0099] Server system 700 contains many AR objects, including example AR object 702

and permitted AR objects 704. Permitted AR objects 704 refer to AR objects (e.g., permitted AR



object 706) that have appropriate permissions to interact with AR object 702. AR object 702 in

this example is an AR object that has been downloaded by user devices 708 and 726, and has

been executed as AR object instances 710 and 728 at their respective user devices.

[00100] AR object instance 710 contains instanced data 712 and synchronized data 714. In

an example, all instances of AR object 702 have the same type of data fields instanced or

synchronized. For example, the types of data in instanced data 712 is the same as in instanced

data 730, and the types of data in synchronized data 714 are the same as in synchronized data

732. However, the actual data entries in instanced data 712 are unconnected / decoupled from

instanced data 730, and vice-versa. The actual data entries in synchronized data 714 may be

periodically synchronized with synchronized data 732 (and any other instances of AR object

702) with a viable connection to the server system 700. Hence, server system 700 support

synchronization of data between or among user devices for a particular AR object.

[00101] Functions of AR object instance 710 may be called directly or indirectly by other

permitted AR object instances 716 and 734 on the user devices 708 and 726, respectively, as well

as calling functions of object instances on the user's device, if permissions have been granted to

do so. These AR object instances 716 and 734, additionally synchronize their instance data with

the AR objects (e.g., 704, 706) on the server system they are instantiated from. Similarly, the AR

objects 706 and 702 on the server system may call functions from other AR objects on the server

system, so long as they have permissions to do so.

[00102] These AR object instances 710 and 728 are displayed or otherwise presented to

users 724 and 742, by being rendered by the user devices 708 and 726 to the device displays 720

and 738, respectively. For example, an AR object instance view 722 is provided at user device

708 that may be perceived by user 724, and an AR object instance view 740 is provided at user



device 726 that may be perceived by user 742. Users 724 and 742 are then able to provide input

to their respective user devices, which may in-turn provide input to the AR object instances 710

and 728, respectively.

[00103] FIG. 8 is a flow diagram depicting an example method 800 for presenting AR

content (e.g., media files) of AR objects from multiple AR layers. Method 800 may be

performed by a computing system implementing an AR platform program. As an example,

method 800 may be performed by a client-based AR platform program, a server-based AR

platform program, or by coordination between a client-based AR platform program and a server-

based AR platform program. Method 800 may be performed on an individual client basis to

present AR content from multiple AR applications or AR layers.

[00104] At 810, the method includes obtaining a first application data set from a first AR

application program. The first application data set indicates or includes one or more AR objects

of the first AR application program. The application data set obtained at 810 may refer to

previously described child program data of FIG. 3, for example. At 812, the method includes

associating the first AR application data set with a first layer identifier representing a native AR

layer of the first AR application program. The first layer identifier may be added to an active

layer set that identifies a first AR layer of the first AR application program (corresponding to a

first native AR layer) as being in an active state with respect to the AR client.

[00105] At 814, the method includes obtaining a second application data set from a second

AR application program. The second application data set indicates or includes one or more AR

objects of the second AR application program. At 816, the method includes associating the

second application data set with a second layer identifier representing a native AR layer of the

second AR application program. The second layer identifier may be added to the active layer set



that identifies a second AR layer of the second AR application program (corresponding to a

second native AR layer) as being in an active state with respect to the AR client.

[00106] At 818, the method includes obtaining a curated AR layer data set indicating or

including a collection of AR objects. In a first example, the collection of AR objects includes at

least some AR objects of both the first AR application program and the second AR application

program. Alternatively or additionally, the collection of AR objects may include one or more AR

objects of a third-party data source such as previously described data source 568 of FIG. 5 . At

820, the method includes associating the curated AR layer data set with a third layer identifier.

The third layer identifier may be added to the active layer set that identifies a third AR layer

corresponding to a curated AR layer as being in an active state with respect to the AR client.

[00107] At 822, the method includes determining and assigning a respective layer priority

value to each layer identifier of the active layer set. As previously described with reference to

FIG. 5, each layer priority value defines a relative priority between or among layer identifiers of

the active layer set.

[00108] At 824, the method includes determining and assigning a respective object

priority value to each AR object identifier associated with each layer identifier of the active layer

set. Each object priority value defines a relative priority between or among AR objects

associated with the layer identifiers of the active layer set as also described with reference to

FIG. 5 .

[00109] At 826, the method includes receiving a user selection indicating one or more

target layer identifiers via a user interface presented by a client device. The user interface may

include a layer controller interface having one or more layer controller selectors that enable a

user to select a target layer identifier from among the active layer set that includes the first layer



identifier, the second layer identifier, and the third layer identifier for presentation of one or

more AR objects associated with that target layer identifier. In some use scenarios, the user may

select zero or multiple target layer identifiers for presentation.

[00110] At 828, the method includes initiating presentation of the one or more AR objects

(e.g., graphical AR content) associated with the one or more target layer identifiers at the client

device. For example, graphical AR content of the AR objects may be visually presented via an

AR viewer component of the AR platform program within an AR view. Presenting graphical AR

content includes rendering the content for display by a graphical display device, such as by a

rendering engine of the AR platform.

[00111] FIG. 9A depicts a non-limiting example of a user interface 900 that includes an

AR view 910 provided by an AR platform program. User interface 900 may be presented via a

graphical display device, for example. Within AR view 910, virtual objects in the form of

graphical AR content items 920 and 930 are presented within a real-world environment that

includes physical real-world objects 940, 942, 944, etc. AR view 910 visually augments the real-

world environment by providing the appearance of AR content items 920 and 930 being

physically present within the real-world environment. User interface 900 further includes a layer

controller interface 950 of the AR platform program.

[00112] As previously described, a layer controller feature of the AR platform may be

accessed by a user via an layer controller interface that includes one or more selectors that enable

a user to select one or more target AR layers for presentation. In this example, layer controller

interface 950 includes selectors 952 and 954 that correspond to AR layers for AR content items

920 and 930, respectively. For example, AR content item 920 is associated with a first AR layer

depicted as "cube", whereas AR content item 930 is associated with a second AR layer depicted



as "pyramid" in FIG. 9A. Within FIG. 9A, both AR layers are presently selected by selectors 952

and 954 as target AR layers for presentation within AR view 910 of user interface 900. In this

example, both AR layers are considered to be active, and are associated with an active layer set

by the AR platform program.

[00113] FIG. 9B depicts user interface 900 of FIG. 9A with an updated AR view 970 in

which a user has unselected the first AR layer "cube" within layer controller interface 950 using

selector 952. Responsive to this user input, previously described AR content item 920 associated

with the first AR layer is no longer presented within updated AR view 970. In this example, the

first AR layer "cube" is considered to be active and is associated with an active layer set by the

AR platform program, whereas the second AR layer "pyramid" is considered to be inactive and

is associated with an inactive layer set by the AR platform. Here, the AR platform has enabled

the user to define which AR layers are presented by the AR platform, vary presentation between

or among AR content of an individual native AR layer of a particular AR application program,

multiple native AR layers of multiple AR application programs, an individual curated AR layer,

multiple curated AR layers, or a particular mix of one or more native AR layers and one or more

curated AR layers.

[00114] FIG. 10A depicts additional aspects of an example layer controller interface 1000.

Layer controller interface 1000 may be graphically presented to a user within a user interface as

previously described with reference to layer controller interface 950 of FIGS. 9A and 9B. In this

example, layer controller interface 1000 of an AR platform presents individual AR layers by

name along with an active status indicator for each AR layer. In at least some implementations,

the AR platform may support the nesting of AR layers within a parent-child hierarchy. As an

example, a parent AR layer may include one or more child AR layers. Within the example



depicted in FIG. 10A, a first AR layer "Layer 1" is presently active (e.g., associated with an

active layer set), meaning that the first AR layer (as a parent AR layer) is active and all child AR

layers of the first AR layer are also presently active. By contrast, a second AR layer "Layer 2" is

presently semi-active (e.g., associated with a semi-active layer set), meaning that the second AR

layer (as a parent AR layer) includes at least some active child AR layers and at least some

inactive child AR layers. By contrast, a third AR layer "Layer 3" is presently inactive (e.g.,

associated with an inactive layer set), meaning that the third AR layer (as a parent AR layer) is

inactive and does not include any active child AR layers. Layer controller interface 1000

provides another example of selectors 1010 that enable a user to select target AR layers for

presentation within an AR view. Hierarchical relationships and associations between parent AR

layers and children AR layers may be maintained by the AR platform within the previously

described platform data of FIG. 3 or by individual AR applications (with respect to their native

AR layer hierarchy) within previously described child program data of FIG. 3 .

[00115] FIG. 11 is a flow diagram depicting an example augmented reality method 1100.

Method 1100 may be implemented by a computing system. In such case, method 1100 may be

referred to as a computerized method or a computer-implemented method. In at least some

implementations, method 1100 or portions thereof may be performed by an AR platform through

an instance of a corresponding AR platform program or program component being hosted at

and/or executed by a computing system. Typically, method 1100 is performed in whole or at

least in part by a client-based AR platform program executed by a client system. However,

aspects of method 1100 may be performed by a server-based AR platform program in

combination with the client-based AR platform program in other implementations.



[00116] At 1110, the method includes executing respective instances of AR applications

or individual AR objects thereof for an AR client. As an example, the AR platform may initially

execute (e.g., launch and instantiate) a first child AR application responsive to a command

initiated by a user via an input device of a client system of the AR client. An example

implementation of the AR platform performing operation 1110 includes the client-based AR

platform program incorporating all of the computer executable code and associated data of all of

the executed AR applications, AR layers, and AR objects within the client-based AR platform

program and compiled into a single binary or file.

[00117] The AR platform can change the way it executes the computer executable code of

an AR layer on the fly. For example, the AR platform can interpret this code, just-in-time

compile the code, or execute the compiled code. The particular method used by the AR platform

depends on a variety of factors. These factors may include the hardware and/or software type

and/or capabilities of the client system upon which the client-based AR platform program is

running. This has several benefits, including: (1) a smaller initial download size for the client-

based AR platform program, (2) the ability to add AR layers later to the client-based AR

platform program, and (3) support the ability for the AR platform to support hundreds,

thousands, millions, or even billions or more AR layers for users to access.

[00118] Each time an AR client downloads an AR layer, the AR platform ensure that the

most up-to-date version of the AR layer is downloaded to the client system. Here, user need not

manually update an AR layer to a new version of the AR layer. However, this feature of the AR

platform could be overwritten by the user through the use of user setting, actions, or options.

When an AR client downloads an AR layer, the AR platform stores the downloaded layer data in

a (long-term) memory cache, to minimize wait time when loading layers. This cache can be



cleared out manually by the user, or programmatically by the AR platform. Programmatic

clearing of the cache by AR platform would prioritize the AR layers that are the largest in terms

of data storage size, least frequently used, and/or have the longest time since they were last used

by the AR client. The AR client also checks with the server-based AR platform program and/or

the AR applications each time an AR layer is launched or the AR platform is launched for the

AR client to ensure the layer data matches the most recent version. Updates to the layer data

could be implemented in an intelligent manner by the AR platform to only update the portions of

the layer data that have been changed or modified from the previous version.

[00119] At 1120, the method includes identifying a client state for the AR client. As

previously described with reference to operation 412 of FIG. 4, a client state refers to a state of

the AR client within the AR ecosystem at a particular time, and may be based on a variety of

state-determining factors that are specific to that AR client.

[00120] As part of operation 1120, the AR platform may continuously determine and/or

update client state for the AR client on a periodic basis and/or in response to changes in state-

determining factors. As a non-limiting example, the AR platform may determine and/or update

the layer map as indicated at 1122 and/or the priority map as indicated at 1124 for the AR client,

as previously described with reference to FIGS. 5 and 8 . Other non-limiting examples include the

AR platform determining and/or updating focus state data (indicating whether the target is

presently in focus) as indicated at 1126 for the AR client with respect to the AR layers and AR

objects, active state data as indicated at 1128 for the parent and child AR layers, subscription

state data as indicated at 1130 for the parent and child AR layers, and the client positioning state

data for the AR client within the real -world environment as indicated at 1132.



[00121] Focus state data defines whether a particular AR layer or a particular AR object is

characterized by the AR platform as having the focus of the user of the AR client. Focus may

take the form of a binary value, and in some implementations, only a single AR layer and

associated AR objects may be in focus at a given time. The AR platform may message with AR

layers or their source AR applications to indicate whether that AR layer is presently the focus

AR layer or to identify which AR layer is presently the focus layer. AR layers need not be in

focus to be interacted with by a user. For example, actions taken by a user with respect to a first

AR layer that is presently in focus may influence other AR layers to cause interactions with their

respective AR objects.

[00122] Active state data defines whether a particular AR layer is active, inactive, or semi-

active. Subscription state data defines whether a particular AR layer has been subscribed to by

the user of the AR client. Client positioning state data defines one or more of: (1) a multiple

degree-of-freedom (DOF) position/orientation, (2) a speed, (3) an acceleration, and (4) a heading

for the AR client within the real-world environment. A multiple degree-of-freedom (DOF)

position/orientation may include up to six degrees of freedom (6DOF), which includes a position

of the AR object within three spatial dimensions (e.g., X, Y, and Z Cartesian coordinate

dimensions) and an orientation of the AR object within three orientation dimensions (e.g., yaw,

pitch, and roll angle dimensions). The various data describing the client state identified at 1120

may be stored by the AR platform as platform data, either locally at the AR client or remotely at

a server system of the AR platform.

[00123] As a sub-process to operation 1120, the AR platform obtains data from a variety

of sources that describes one or more aspects of the state-determining factors, and identifies

whether changes to the state-determining factors have occurred since the client state was



previously determined for the AR client. As previously described, these state-determining factors

may include one or more of: (1) a hardware state component that includes sensor measurements

obtained from one or more sensors of the client system, hardware type, and/or hardware

capability of the client system, (2) a user state component that includes an identity of each user

of the AR client, user-specific settings associated with each user, and/or user-specific profile

information associated with each user, (3) an AR platform state component that includes a

program state of the AR platform with respect to the AR client, (4) an AR application state

component that includes a program state of each AR application interfacing with the AR

platform with respect to the AR client. Data describing these state-determining factors may be

received or otherwise obtained by the AR platform from a variety of sources, including (1) user

input devices of the client system, (2) sensor devices of the client system, (3) previously stored

data for the AR client including user data, among other suitable data sources.

[00124] At 1140, the method includes presenting / updating an AR view with AR objects

obtained from the executed AR applications based on the client state identified at 1120. Here, the

AR platform may selectively present graphical AR content of the AR objects via a graphical

display device of the client device or client system. As an example, AR objects of a first AR

application may be presented concurrently with AR objects of a second AR application within an

AR view.

[00125] Method 1100 or portions thereof may be continuously or periodically performed

to maintain an updated AR view that reflects changes to the client state for the AR client.

Accordingly, the various operations of method 1100 may be at times performed in a different

order, repeated, omitted, or may be performed in parallel.



[00126] The layer controller feature of the AR platform may include support for additional

properties of AR layers beyond the active state previously described with reference to FIGS. 9A,

9B, and 10A. For example, a focus state may be maintained for each AR layer based on the focus

state data previously described with reference to method 1100 of FIG. 11 . As another example, a

subscription state may be maintained for each AR layer based on the subscription state data

previously described with reference to method 1100 of FIG. 11 . These additional properties may

be exposed to the user of the AR client via a layer controller interface.

[00127] FIG. 10B depicts another example layer controller interface 1020 that includes

selectors that enable a user to identify and define an active state, a focus state, and a subscription

state at the AR client with respect to AR layers. A layer controller interface enables, such as

interface 1020, enables a user to define or change the active state, focus state, and subscription

state for each AR layer present within the interface. The layer controller interface may further

enable a user to define or change a relative position or ordering of the AR layers within the layer

controller interface, which may influence priority of those layers relative to each other.

[00128] The various parent and child AR layers previously described with reference to

FIG. 10A are again present within layer controller interface 1020 of FIG. 10B. Layer controller

interface 1020 may be graphically presented to a user within a user interface as previously

described with reference to layer controller interface 950 of FIGS. 9A and 9B.

[00129] The focus state is a property of an AR layer that defines whether that AR layer is

primary focus layer for the AR client. The primary focus layer represents the AR layer that the

user is presently interacting with at a given point in time or the AR layer that the AR platform

assumes that the user will interact with. Within layer controller interface 1020, the AR layer

"Layer 1" is presently the primary focus layer based on the focus state data maintained by the



AR platform. A user may utilize one or more of the selectors associated with the focus column to

change the primary focus layer to another AR layer. In an example implementation, only one

AR layer can be the primary focus layer at a given time.

[00130] Subscribing is an action that may be performed by a user with respect to an AR

layer. The AR layer may be a native AR layer of an AR application or a curated AR layer. The

act of subscribing identifies an AR layer for convenient reference by the user, and may be similar

to bookmarking a webpage or adding an electronic game to a personal game library. AR Layers

that are subscribed to (i.e., subscribed AR layers) are presented in the user's layer controller

interface. In addition to subscribed AR layers, AR layers that have not been subscribed to by the

user (i.e., non-subscribed AR layers) can also be presented in the layer controller interface, in at

least some implementations. However, non-subscribed AR layers in the layer controller interface

are temporary (e.g., remain for limited period of time or for a particular session). The act of

subscribing to an AR layer directs the AR platform to persistently maintain that AR layer in the

layer controller interface. As an example, when a user selects a hyperlink to a new AR layer, that

AR layer will be temporarily presented within the user's layer controller interface as an un

subscribed AR layer, is indicated as being active, and optionally indicated to be the focus AR

layer. If the user does not subscribe to this AR layer, then that AR layer may be removed from

the layer controller interface during subsequent sessions (e.g., following a subsequent log-in by

the user).

[00131] User input may be directed to the layer controller feature of the AR platform in a

variety of different ways to change the active state, the focus state, and the subscription state

with respect to each AR layer. Non-limiting examples of user input modes include the user

pressing and holding a selector or button associated with an AR layer within the layer controller



interface, a special-purpose selector or button that the user can select, a voice command,

selecting an AR content item to summon a corresponding graphical menu to which a user input

may be directed, and an API call from an AR application program.

[00132] As previously described with reference to the priority map of FIG. 5, priority

values may be assigned to AR layers and their respective AR objects. A priority-based event

capture feature of the AR platform intelligently selects the AR object that the AR platform

assumes the user intends to interact with. The AR platform may additionally prompt the user for

clarification (i.e., user input) if uncertainty as to the user's input is identified by the AR platform

with respect to two or more AR objects. This event capture feature of the AR platform references

the priority values assigned to each AR layer and their respective AR objects. The priority value

assigned to a particular AR layer or AR object may be determined by the AR platform based on a

variety of priority-determining factors briefly described in the table of FIG. 12 and described in

further detail with reference to the process flow of FIG. 17.

[00133] FIG. 12 depicts a table that describes an example priority framework that may be

implemented by an AR platform to determine priority among AR layers. The first column from

the left-hand side of table indicates whether the AR layer with which the AR object is associated

is currently active. The second column from the left-hand side of the table indicates whether an

AR content item of that AR layer is currently within a field-of-view of the AR view presented at

the AR client. The third column from the left-hand side of the table provides a description of the

AR layer. The fourth column from the left-hand side of the table indicates a relative priority from

highest to lowest to non-applicable depending on the factors present in the first three columns of

the table.



[00134] Active AR layers are prioritized relative to each other, whereas inactive AR layers

need not be prioritized since their AR content items are not presented at the AR client. However,

a highest priority AR layer that may be supported by the AR platform does not necessarily

require that the AR layer be active. This highest priority AR layer is referred to as a

"Superlayer", and may be reserved as an emergency messaging layer or a layer dedicated for use

by the AR platform developer, for example.

[00135] AR layers having an AR content item within the field-of-view of the AR client

may be ordered by the AR platform relative to each other based on their priority values between

the high priority and the lowest priority states. By contrast, AR layers that do not have an AR

content item within the field-of-view are not necessarily ordered by the AR platform relative to

each other, since AR content items of these AR layers are not visually presented at the AR client.

[00136] The currently focused AR layer (i.e., the primary focus layer) is assigned the high

priority state in contrast to the AR layer that has never been interacted with by the user of the AR

client being assigned the lowest priority state. Between these two priority states are intermediate

priority states ordered from higher to lower priority that include the last focused AR layer, the

most frequently focused AR layer, the least frequently focused AR layer, the never focused AR

layer, the most recent interacted with AR layer, and the least frequently interacted with AR layer.

[00137] In certain circumstances, AR objects can have a different relative priority than the

AR layer that contains those AR objects. Priority may be based on a variety of factors, including

how recently the AR layer was in focus (i.e., the primary focus layer) at the AR client, how often

the AR layer has been in focus, and how often the user interacts with AR objects of that AR

layer, which AR objects currently have AR content items present within the field-of-view of the

AR view, the position, size, and distance of those AR content items to the user's perspective, and



which AR layers are currently active. Priority may be used by the AR platform to determine the

placement, shape, and detail of objects when AR layers or their applications define conflicting

positioning of two or more AR content items.

[00138] As previously discussed, visual AR refers to a view of a real-world environment

that is supplemented with computer generated graphical content in the form of AR content items

of AR objects. Within a three-dimensional AR viewer environment, AR objects may take the

form of three-dimensional objects that have a volume and positioning within three-dimensions.

For example, referring again to FIG. 9A, AR content item 920 takes the form of a three-

dimensional cube, and AR content item 930 takes the form of a three-dimensional pyramid. It

will be understood that these AR objects are non-limiting examples of computer generated

graphical content that may be visually presented within an AR view of an AR viewer

environment. Within this three-dimensional AR viewer environment, AR content items may

have up to six degrees of freedom (6DOF), which includes a position of the AR object within

three spatial dimensions (e.g., X, Y, and Z Cartesian coordinate dimensions) and an orientation

of the AR object within three orientation dimensions (e.g., yaw, pitch, and roll dimensions). In

the example depicted in FIG. 9A, AR content items 920 and 930 are arranged to provide the

appearance of resting on a physical surface of real-world object 940. It will be understood that

the AR view of FIG. 9A may refer to a single image frame of a multi-frame dynamic AR view

that includes moving real-world objects and/or moving AR content items having positions and

orientations that change over time relative to the perspective of the user of the AR client.

[00139] FIG. 13 depicts another example AR view 1300 of an AR viewer environment in

which previously described AR content items 920 and 930 are positioned such that a spatial

conflict is present between AR content items 920 and 930. Spatial conflict may occur between



AR content items from multiple independent AR applications (particularly if those AR

applications were developed by different developers) or may occur between AR content items of

different AR objects within an individual curated AR layer or may occur between AR content

items of two or more different AR layers.

[00140] An example region 1310 of spatial conflict between AR content items 920 and

930 is indicated in FIG. 13. This region of spatial conflict refers to overlap in three-dimensional

space between at least a portion of a first AR content item and at least a portion of a second AR

content item. In this example, visible features of AR content items 920 and 930 conflict with

each other. In other examples, non-visible features of AR content items may conflict with each

other. Such non-visible features may take the form of buffer regions or volumes that surround

visible features of AR content items. Accordingly, spatial conflict between AR content items

may include spatial overlap of non-visible buffer regions or volumes that surround such AR

content items.

[00141] Spatial conflicts between or among AR content items may inhibit or impede a

user's ability to perceive or interact with those AR content items. Because a region of spatial

conflict between AR content items is within multi-dimensional space of the AR viewer

environment, simply changing perspective of the AR view does not necessarily resolve or

eliminate the spatial conflict. Hence, these forms of spatial conflict are in contrast to the mere

appearance of overlap between AR objects that may be caused by visual occlusion of one visible

feature by another visible feature within a particular field of view.

[00142] If the AR platform receives a user input from a user of the AR client, the event

capture feature identifies a set of conflicting AR layers that includes all or each of the AR layers

to which user input could have been directed. A user input may be referred to as an interaction



event within the context of resolving conflicts among AR layers. For example, within FIG. 13, a

user input directed at region 1310 would include the AR layers of AR content items 920 and 930.

The event capture feature identifies the AR layer having the highest priority among the set of

conflicting AR layers (e.g., based on the priority map). The event capture feature passes the

interaction event (i.e., the user input) to the AR layer with the highest priority.

[00143] The set of behaviors for an AR object in response to an interaction event is

determined by one or more of: scripts or other metadata associated with the AR object, scripts or

other metadata associated with the AR layer of the AR object, or application code defining the

source AR application of the AR object. In at least some implementations, the AR layer

determines to either capture the interaction event, or signal to the AR platform to pass the

interaction event on to another AR layer of the set of conflicting layers with the next highest

priority, and so on to the lowest priority AR layer. Once an AR layer has decided to capture the

interaction event, all other AR layers of the set of conflicting layers which are relevant to the

interaction event receive a notification about the interaction event from the AR platform,

including an indication of which AR layer captured the interaction event, the priority value

associated with that AR layer, and an indication of all AR layers that used that information as

defined in the scripts and/or code of those objects, layers, or source AR applications.

[00144] As an example, the AR platform, in implementing the event capture feature,

obtains an indication (e.g., a list) of the AR layers that are presently registered with the AR

platform. This list of AR layers includes all active AR layers, for example. Here, each active AR

layer or active AR object registers with the AR platform by creating an event receiver. This

event receiver registers with the AR platform, waiting for the AR platform to communicate

interaction event messages. This event receiver functionality may be implemented by the scripts



or code of the AR object, AR layer, and/or the source AR application. The AR platform sorts the

AR layers of the list of registered AR layers by their assigned priority values. The AR platform

checks each AR layer to determine if that AR layer responded to the interaction event messaging

by capturing the interaction event, in order of priority. Eventually, an AR layer may respond to

the interaction event indicating that the AR layer captured the interaction event. The AR

platform messages with other AR layers registered with the AR platform to inform those other

AR layers of the identity of the AR layer that responded to the interaction event and the priority

value or relative priority positioning of that AR layer within the sorted list, and an indication of

the type of interaction event. These other AR layers may include scripts or associated code that

use this information as an input to influence a behavior of the AR objects of these other AR

layers.

[00145] Furthermore, AR objects, AR layers, and source AR applications may query the

AR platform for priority values or relative priority assigned to other AR objects or AR layers,

which may be used within the scripts and code to influence a behavior of the AR objects. This

priority information provides an indication of a degree of a user's interest at a given time with

respect to a particular AR layer. As an example, an AR layer may present a list of the user's

active layers having at least a threshold priority value or relative priority. As another example, an

AR layer may degrade or abstract graphical content of other AR layers based on their relative

priority. As yet another example, an AR layer that implements a game within the AR platform

may pause the game if the priority assigned to that AR layer is less than a priority threshold or

resume the game if the priority exceeds a priority threshold.

[00146] Depending on the various sensors present on-board the client system, there are

many different types of user input that can be captured and processed by the event capture



feature of the AR platform. Some of these user input types include: voice commands received via

a microphone, gestural commands received via a touch-screen or optical sensor system, facial

expressions received via an optical sensor system, laser pointer input received via an optical

sensor system, and touch-based inputs received via a console controller, keyboard, computer

mouse, touch-screen, touch-wall, stylus, or other button or actuator, etc.

[00147] AR layers can provide a variety of different outputs to the user responsive to the

interaction event depending on the output capabilities of the client system. Examples of these

different outputs may include: haptic, visual, auditory, motion, olfactory, electrical, thermal or

taste feedback, etc. Client devices that may be used to deliver this feedback may include: cell

phones, headsets, head mounted displays, tablets, etc.

[00148] FIG. 14 is a flow diagram depicting an example method 1400 for conflict

mitigation among AR content items. As a non-limiting example, method 1400 or portions thereof

may be performed by a client system implementing a client-side AR platform program. Method

1400 may be performed in combination with the previously described methods of FIGS. 8 and

11, for example.

[00149] At 1410, the method includes receiving a first AR data set from a first AR

application program. The first AR data set may include one or more AR content items 1412 (e.g.,

of a first AR object or AR layer) and positioning information 1414 for each of these one or more

AR content items. As an example, the first positioning information may define a first three-

dimensional positioning (e.g., in up to 6DOF) of a first AR content item within a three-

dimensional AR viewer environment.

[00150] At 1420, the method includes receiving a second AR data set from a second AR

application program. The second AR data set may include one or more AR content items 1422



(e.g., of a second AR object or AR layer) and positioning information 1424 for these one or more

AR content items. As an example, the second positioning information may define a second three-

dimensional positioning (e.g., in up to 6DOF) of a second AR object within the three-

dimensional AR viewer environment.

[00151] At 1426, the method includes attributing AR data sets received at 1410 and 1420

to a respective AR application program or AR layer. For example, AR information received at

1410 may be attributed to the first AR application program, and then further attributed to a first

AR layer based on a previously defined layer map of the AR information. AR information

received at 1420 may be attributed to the second AR application program, and then further

attributed to a second AR layer based on a previously defined layer map of the AR information.

In these examples, AR layers are aligned with AR application programs as native AR layers.

However, one or more of these AR layers may instead take the form of curated AR layers that

potentially include a mix of AR objects from a plurality of AR application programs.

[00152] At 1428, the method includes obtaining client state information and/or user input

information. The client state information and/or user input information received at 1428 may be

used by the AR platform to assign and determine priority among or between AR objects and AR

layers.

[00153] At 1430, the method includes assigning priority values to each AR layer and/or to

each AR object. Operation 1430 may be used to create the previously described priority map of

FIG. 5, for example. The priority values assigned to AR layers and/or to AR objects may be

based, at least in part, on a variety of factors, including the operating condition information and

user input information obtained at 1428. Priority values assigned to AR objects may bed based



on a different set of factors as compared to priority values assigned to AR layers. Assignment of

priority of values will be described in further detail with reference to FIG. 17.

[00154] At 1432, the method includes determining priority among AR layers and/or

among AR objects based on the priority values assigned at 1430. As an example, AR layers may

be ordered relative to each other by the AR platform based on their respective priority values.

Similarly, AR objects may be ordered relative to each other by the AR platform based on their

respective priority values. Accordingly, the AR platform may determine whether a first AR

object is of higher or lower priority relative to a second AR object by comparing their respective

priority values. Similarly, the AR browser program may determine whether a first AR layer is of

higher or lower priority relative to a second AR layer by comparing their respective priority

values.

[00155] At 1434, the method includes determining whether spatial conflict is present

between AR content items of two or more of the AR objects based on comparison of the

positioning information for those AR content items. In an example, first AR information

received from a first AR application program may include first positioning information and a

first AR content item of a first AR object that collectively define a first three-dimensional

volume within a three-dimensional AR viewer environment. Similarly, second AR information

received from a second AR application program may include second positioning information and

a second AR content item of a second AR object that collectively define a second three-

dimensional volume within the three-dimensional AR viewer environment.

[00156] The AR platform may determine whether a spatial conflict is present between

these first and second AR content items by determining whether their respective first and second

three-dimensional volumes overlap with each other within the three-dimensional AR viewer



environment. In at least some examples, the first three-dimensional volume may include a first

non-visible buffer region surrounding a visual representation of the first AR content item, and

the second three-dimensional volume may include a second non-visible buffer region

surrounding a visual representation of the second AR content item. In other examples, spatial

conflict may be limited to overlap in the visual representations of the first and second AR content

items.

[00157] In at least some implementations, the AR platform may include a collision

signaling feature that registers AR content items of AR objects as being solid or non-solid. When

an AR content item is registered as solid, an spatial overlap between that AR content item and

another AR content item registered as solid causes the collision signaling feature of the AR

platform to notify the AR layers or AR applications associated with the spatial conflict as well as

the relative position, orientation, geometry, and priority of the AR content items involved in the

spatial conflict, so that these AR layers or AR applications have the option of mitigating the

spatial conflict by moving their respective AR content items or replacing their respective AR

content items with alternative graphical content or discontinuing presentation of their respective

AR content items.

[00158] At 1436, the method includes performing conflict mitigation to reduce the spatial

conflict between AR content items within the three-dimensional AR viewer environment. As

previously described, the AR layers or AR applications associated with the AR content items

involved in the spatial conflict have the option of taking action to mitigate the conflict. In other

implementations, the AR platform may act on behalf of the AR layers or AR applications to

mitigate the conflict.



[00159] The conflict mitigation performed at 1436 may be based, at least in part, on the

priority of AR layers and/or AR objects relative to each other. Conflict mitigation may include

one or more of the following: (1) repositioning AR content items within the AR viewer

environment, (2) filtering or omitting AR content items from being visually presented within the

AR viewer environment, (3) substituting a graphical representation of the AR content items with

an alternative graphical representation (e.g., another AR content item of the same AR object), (4)

scaling down a size of AR content items within the AR viewer environment, and (5) providing

menus that enable a user to distinguish between and direct user input at the AR content items.

[00160] In an example conflict between first and second AR content items from first and

second AR application programs, conflict mitigation may be performed with respect to a target

AR content item. The target AR content item may be selected by the AR platform from one of

the first AR content item or the second AR content item involved in the spatial conflict based on

their assigned priority values. For example, the target AR content item may be selected as the

lower priority AR content item. This lower priority AR content item may, for example, be

repositioned within the three-dimensional AR viewer environment, scaled down in size, and/or

have a graphical representation of the AR content item substituted with an alternative graphical

representation. This alternative graphical representation may take the form of a simplified visual

representation of the AR content item, in an example. In other implementations, the target AR

content item may be selected as the higher priority AR content item.

[00161] Filtering of AR content items from being visually presented may be

programmatically performed by the platform in at least some implementations. Such filtering

may be performed responsive to user settings or user input. In an example, a user inputs one or

more variables (M) that represent a quantity or degree of augmentation of the real-world that the



user is willing to tolerate. This variable M may or may not be transformed by a function f(M) to

obtain user-variables N, X, etc. The Platform takes one or more of these user-variables, and

applies the user-variable(s) to an algorithm for defining perceived AR density. Non-limiting

examples of AR-density algorithms include: (N)% of screen-space occupied by graphical content

of AR objects/AR layers; (N) AR content items of AR objects/AR layers displayed; (N) AR

content items of AR objects/AR layers in (X) given area of the display; (N) AR objects/AR

layers or their AR content items thereof displayed over (X) period of time; (N)% of volumetric

area (X) occupied by AR content items of AR objects/AR layers (with flat, 2D graphical

representations being given a minimum depth); (N) AR objects/AR layers or their content items

thereof of a given author, category, tag, or other metadata signifier. The platform uses these or

other user-variables (e.g., N, X) and AR-density to determine a threshold to be applied by the

platform to filter graphical content from being displayed or otherwise presented to the user.

[00162] In some examples, the platform then looks at all of the relevant AR objects or AR

layers and uses priority to cull objects/layers until the threshold is met. For example, if a

threshold is set at "N total AR Objects", then simply the Nth highest priority Objects would be

displayed. As another example, if a threshold is N% of the screen area, the platform could take

all applicable AR objects' priority, and divide them by the amount of screen space they take up,

and begin culling the low scores until the threshold is reached.

[00163] FIG. 9A represents an example in which an AR content item (e.g., AR content

item 920) has been repositioned (e.g., moved to the left) within the AR viewer environment to

reduce spatial conflict with another AR content item 930 that may otherwise be present based on

AR application-defined positioning, as depicted in FIG. 13. Hence, AR view 910 may provide a

user with an AR viewing experience having less spatial conflict among AR content items of



competing AR applications or AR layers as compared to AR view 1300 of FIG 13. Alternatively,

FIG. 9B depicts an example in which an AR content item (e.g., content item 920) has been

filtered from being presented in the AR view to reduce or eliminate spatial conflict.

[00164] FIG. 15 depicts another example AR view 1500 of an AR viewer environment. In

this example, previously described AR content item 920 of FIGS. 9A and 13 has been scaled

down in size to AR content item 1520 (e.g., to represent a smaller cube) to reduce spatial conflict

with another AR content item 930 that may otherwise be present as previously depicted in FIG.

13. In this example, previously described AR content item 930 retains its same relative size

across the various views presented in FIGS. 9A, 9B, 13, and 15.

[00165] FIG. 16 depicts another example AR view 1600 of an AR viewer environment. In

this example, graphical content representing visual features of previously described AR content

item 920 has been replaced with alternative graphical content in the form of an icon 1610 to

reduce spatial conflict with another AR content item 930 that may otherwise be present (e.g., as

depicted in FIG. 13). In each of these examples, reducing spatial conflict may refer to the

reduction in a magnitude of a volume or area of the spatial conflict. In at least some

implementations, this alternative graphical content may take the form of a replacement AR

content item that is retrieved by the AR platform from the same AR object or the same AR

application as the replaced AR content item. This replacement of an AR content item with an

icon is also an example of abstraction as may be defined by a presentation policy.

[00166] At 1438, the method includes presenting an AR view of a three-dimensional

viewer environment via a graphical display device of the client system in which the AR content

items are integrated with or overlaid upon a view of a real-world environment to provide an AR

viewing experience. Here, first and second AR content items from respective first and second



AR objects and corresponding application programs or layers may be presented at their

respective three-dimensional positionings to provide the appearance that these AR content items

form part of the real-world environment.

[00167] At 1440, the method includes receiving user input directed at the three-

dimensional viewer environment. As an example, a user may direct a user input at an AR content

item graphically presented within the AR view. In this example, the user's intention to interact

with the AR content item may be apparent. As another example, a user may direct a user input at

a region of spatial conflict between the first and second AR content item presented within the AR

viewer environment. In this example, the user's intention as to which AR object the user input is

to be directed may be less apparent or discernable. As previously described, priority among AR

content items may assist in resolving this conflict.

[00168] At 1442, the method includes messaging with one or more of the AR application

programs responsive to the user input received at 1440. In examples where the user input is

directed to a particular AR content item, the AR platform may message with the AR application

that is attributed to or serves as the source of that AR content item. As an example, the AR

platform may send a message to the AR application program that indicates the user input and

identifies the AR content item by an AR object identifier and/or AR layer identifier. In response

to this message, the AR platform may receive a response message from the AR application

program that indicates a function to be implemented or otherwise performed by the AR platform.

In examples where the user input is directed to a region of spatial conflict, messaging with two or

more AR application programs may be performed to resolve and mitigate the conflict.

[00169] At 1444, the method includes implementing a function based on the user input

received at 1440 and/or based on a response received from the one or more AR application



programs from the messaging performed at 1442. Some functions may be performed by the AR

platform without messaging with the AR application program. As an example, the AR platform

may present a menu associated with the AR content item via its AR object or AR layer in

response to receiving a user input directed at the AR object without necessarily messaging with

the AR application program attributed to that AR content item. In other examples, the AR

platform may message with the AR application program attributed to the AR content item in

response to receiving the user input directed at that AR content item. This messaging may enable

the AR platform to update the state of the AR object of the AR content item at the AR

application program and/or may be used to indicate interaction with the AR object at the AR

application program. The AR application program may respond with additional child program

data to be received, processed, and/or used by the AR platform to further update a state of the

AR content item within the AR viewer environment. As an example, a response message

received from an AR application program may indicate a function to be performed or otherwise

implemented by the AR platform, which may result in a change of state of the AR viewer

environment or the AR content item presented therein.

[00170] FIG. 17 depicts an example framework for prioritizing AR objects and AR layers.

As previously described with reference to FIGS. Each AR object may be associated with an

object priority value that defines a relative priority of that AR object within a collection of AR

objects. An AR content item inherits the priority value of its AR object with which that AR

content item is associated. For example, AR content item 582 may inherit the object priority of

AR object 562 with which AR content item 582 is associated. Each AR layer may be associated

with a layer priority value that defines a relative priority of that AR layer within a collection of

AR layers. In an example, each of these priority values may take the form of a numeric value that



can be compared to priority values of other AR objects or AR layers to determine a relative

priority within a set of AR objects or AR layers.

[00171] An object priority value may be identified for each AR object. This object priority

value may be defined by a combination of weighted factors. A schematic representation of an

example object priority value 1710 is depicted in FIG. 17. Object priority value 1710 is based on

a plurality of weighted factors 1712, 1714, 1716, etc. It will be understood that an object priority

value may be based on any suitable quantity and/or combination of weighted factors. Each

weighted factor may be defined by a combination of at least one quantified factor and an

associated weight for that factor. As examples, weighted factor 1712 is defined by a combination

of factor 1720 and weight 1722, weighted factor 1714 is defined by a combination of factor 1724

and weight 1726, and weighted factor 1716 is defined by a combination of factor 1728 and

weight 1730. A numerical value representing a quantified factor (e.g., 1720) and a numerical

value representing its associated weight (e.g., 1722) may be combined, for example, as a product

or other suitable combination of these two values to obtain a weighted factor (e.g., 1712).

Weighted factors may be combined with each other, for example, as a sum or other suitable

combination to obtain an object priority value for an AR object, such as object priority value

1710.

[00172] A schematic representation of example set of prioritized AR objects 1732 is

depicted in FIG. 17. Prioritized AR objects 1732 include AR object 1734 having an associated

priority value 1744, AR object 1736 having an associated priority value 1746, and AR object 738

having an associated priority value 1748, etc. As an example, object priority value 1710 may

refer to priority value 1746 of AR object 1736. AR objects may be ordered among each other

based on their respective priority values to obtain an ordered set of AR objects. Priority between



two or more AR objects may be determined by comparing object priority values, enabling AR

objects to be identified as being of higher or lower priority relative to each other.

[00173] A layer priority value may be identified for each AR layer. This layer priority

value may also be defined by a combination of weighted factors. A schematic representation of

an example layer priority value 1750 is also depicted in FIG. 17. Layer priority value 1750 is

based on a plurality of weighted factors 1752, 1754, 1756, etc. It will be understood that a layer

priority value may be based on any suitable quantity and/or combination of weighted factors.

Each weighted factor may be defined by a combination of at least one quantified factor and an

associated weight for that factor. As examples, weighted factor 1752 is defined by a combination

of factor 1760 and weight 1762, weighted factor 1754 is defined by a combination of factor 1764

and weight 1766, and weighted factor 1756 is defined by a combination of factor 1768 and

weight 1770. A numerical value representing a quantified factor (e.g., 1760) and a numerical

value representing its associated weight (e.g., 1762) may be combined, for example, as a product

or other suitable combination of these two values to obtain a weighted factor (e.g., 1752).

Weighted factors may be combined with each other, for example, as a sum or other suitable

combination to obtain a layer priority value for an AR layer.

[00174] A schematic representation of an example set of prioritized AR layers 1772 is

depicted in FIG. 17. Prioritized AR layers 1772 include AR layer 1774 having an associated

priority value 1784, AR layer 1776 having an associated priority value 1786, and AR layer 1778

having an associated priority value 1788, etc. As an example, layer priority value 1750 may refer

to priority value 1786 of AR layer 1776. AR layers may be ordered based on their respective

priority values to obtain an ordered set of AR layers. Priority between two or more AR layers



may be determined by comparing layer priority values, enabling AR layers to be identified as

being of higher or lower priority relative to each other.

[00175] FIG. 17 further depicts a schematic representation of an AR layer 1790 having a

plurality of associated AR objects 1792, 1794, 1796, etc. As a non-limiting example, previously

described AR layer 1776 may refer to AR layer 1790, and previously described AR object 1736

may refer to AR object 792 that is associated with AR layer 1790. It will be understood that AR

objects 1792, 1794, and 1796 may originate from an individual AR application program or from

a plurality of different AR application programs or other data sources as previously described

with reference to FIG. 5 .

[00176] Factors that may be used by the AR platform to determine a priority of AR

objects may differ from and/or partially overlap with factors used by the AR platform to

determine a priority of AR layers. As non-limiting examples, factors used to determine an object

priority value for an AR object may include one or more of the following: (1) a priority of an AR

layer that the AR object is associated with, (2) which AR layers are currently active or inactive,

(3) which AR objects currently have AR content items presented on-screen or within the AR

view (as well as the position, size, and distance of those AR content items), (4) a distance of the

AR content item from a center of the screen or AR view, (5) a distance of the AR content item

from a position of the user's client device within the AR viewer environment, (6) a distance of

the AR object from the user's "3D cursor" (e.g., a user's hands in a headmounted client system),

(7) a frequency with which the user interacts (or edits) with the AR object, (8) how recently the

user has interacted with the AR object, (9) how recently the AR object has been modified by

other users, (10) a frequency with which the user interacts with AR objects that have similar

attributes (tags, author, popularity) to the AR object, ( 11) a social rank of the AR object among a



community of users, (12) a frequency with which users have interacted with the AR object

relative to other AR objects in an area, (13) how often other users or similar users have interacted

with the AR object, (14) other social data, such as up-votes, down-votes, added to whitelists or

blacklists, comments, views, the user's social graph, etc., (15) tag specific situational modifiers

(e.g., the AR object has a "morning" tag, and the current time is within the morning, thereby

raising the priority of AR object, (16) tag relationships to a user's known preferences (e.g., user

preferences may be imported from outside sources, such as a third-party social network), (17) the

user's relationship to an author of the AR object (e.g., an author of an AR object will have that

AR object increased in priority), (18) the user's specific geographic location (e.g., certain objects

may be intended to be viewed from specific places or types of places), (19) whether the AR

object is in more than one active AR layer, (20) how much of the AR object is obstructed by real

world objects, (21) administrator specified values (e.g., an emergency AR layer, sponsored AR

objects), (22) the user's location history, (23) the user's connected devices, (24) other apps or

events on the user's device, (25) user specified priority values or other user input, (26) an amount

of the user's in-game currency or transaction history.

[00177] As non-limiting examples, factors used to determine a layer priority value for an

AR layer may include one or more of the following: (1) relative position or ordering of the AR

layer in the layer controller interface (e.g., an AR layer located closer to the top of the list may

increase the priority of that AR layer to a greater extent than an AR layer located closer to the

bottom of the list), (2) a time since the AR layer was last in focus (i.e., the primary focus layer),

(3) a frequency at which or how often the AR layer is in focus, (4) a frequency at which or how

often the user interacts with AR objects of the AR layer, (5) a time since the user has interacted

with an AR object of the AR layer, (6) an average additional priority of AR objects of the AR



layer, (7) which AR objects have AR content items that are currently on-screen or within the AR

view (as well as the position, size, and distance of those objects), (8) whether the AR layer is

currently active, (9) a social rank of the AR layer, (10) tag specific situational modifiers (e.g., an

AR layer has a "morning" tag, and the current time is within the morning, thereby raising the

priority of the AR layer), ( 11) the user's relationship to an author of the AR layer (e.g., if the user

is an author of the AR layer, then the AR layer will be prioritized), (12) administrator specified

value (e.g., emergency AR layer), (13) user specified priority values or other user input. It will

be understood that these factors are non-limiting examples of the various factors that may be

considered by AR platform.

[00178] FIG. 18 depicts another example AR view 1800 of an AR viewer environment,

including previously described AR objects 920 and 930 of FIG. 9A. In this example, a region of

spatial conflict 1310 is present, but a menu is also presented within the user interface that

includes sub-menus for the first AR object 920 (e.g., as a sub-menu 1810) and for the second AR

object 930 (e.g., as a sub-menu layer interface). A user may direct a user input to each of these

sub-menu interfaces to ensure that the user input is routed by the AR platform to the intended

AR object, AR layer, and AR application of that AR content item.

[00179] FIG. 19 depicts another example AR view 1900 of an AR viewer environment,

including previously described AR content items 920 and 930 of FIG. 9A. In this example, sub

menus 1910 and 1912 are presented for AR content items 920 and 930, respectively. An order

and/or position of these sub-menus may be based on a relative priority of the AR objects and/or

AR layers of these AR content items. For example, AR content item 920 may be associated with

a higher priority AR layer than AR content item 930, thereby causing the AR platform to present

cube sub-menu 1910 within an upper left corner of the user interface and pyramid sub-menu



1912 to be presented below cube sub-menu 1910. It will be appreciated that other suitable

orientations of the sub-menus may be used based on priority. A user may direct a user input to

each of these sub-menu interfaces to ensure that the user input is routed by the AR platform to

the intended AR object, AR layer, and AR application of that AR content item.

[00180] In the examples depicted in FIGS. 11 and 10B, a first menu or sub-menu is

associated with a first AR application program and/or a first AR object, and a second menu or

sub-menu is associated with a second AR application program and/or a second AR object. The

relative positioning of the first and second menus or sub-menus may include a relative

positioning within a spatial dimension of the three-dimensional AR viewer environment (e.g.,

appear to be present within the three-dimensional AR viewer environment) or within a view

provided by the graphical display device (e.g., appear to be tied to a viewpoint of the user).

[00181] FIG. 20 is a flow diagram depicting an example augmented reality method 2000

for implementing a graceful degradation feature of the AR platform. Method 2000 may be

implemented by a computing system. In such case, method 2000 may be referred to as a

computerized method or a computer-implemented method. In at least some implementations,

method 2000 or portions thereof may be performed by an AR platform through an instance of a

corresponding AR platform program or program component being hosted at and/or executed by a

computing system.

[00182] Graceful degradation implemented by a graceful degradation feature of the AR

platform may refer to one or more of: (1) programmatic reduction in a quality of an AR content

item (i.e., degradation), (2) programmatic abstraction of an AR content item, or (3)

programmatic replacement of AR content from an AR view with corresponding content in a

different experiential view (e.g., a non-AR view, such as a map view).



[00183] At 2010, the method includes obtaining a presentation policy for a set of AR

objects. As will be described with reference to subsequent operations of method 2000, the

presentation policy may be implemented by the AR platform responsive to operating conditions

of a client state of an AR client. Accordingly, the presentation policy may be obtained at or by

the AR platform program in this example.

[00184] Depending on implementation, the presentation policy may be directed to a set of

AR objects that is defined by a particular class limited to within a particular AR application, or

by a particular class that spans some or all of the AR applications of an ecosystem of AR

applications supported by the AR platform. Accordingly, a presentation policy for a set of AR

objects may refer to (1) an individual AR object of a multi-object AR application, (2) some or all

of the AR objects of a multi-object AR application, (3) a grouping of multiple AR objects across

some or all AR applications of a supported multi-application ecosystem.

[00185] The presentation policy may include an abstraction component 2012 that defines

how an AR object is to be programmatically abstracted by the AR platform, a degradation

component 2013 that defines how an AR object is to be programmatically degraded by the AR

platform, and an experiential component 2014 that defines if and how AR content (i.e., an AR

content item) from an AR view is to be programmatically replaced with corresponding content

(i.e., a non-AR content item) in a different experiential view. Typically, degradation refers to a

reduction in quality (e.g., polygon quantity, resolution, frame rate, refresh rate, etc.) at which

content (e.g., graphical content) of an AR object is presented. By contrast, abstraction typically

refers to a replacement of content (e.g., graphical content) of an AR object with an abstracted

representation (e.g., an icon or simplified form) of that content.



[00186] An abstraction component may have two or more abstraction modes for the set of

AR objects of the AR application. These abstraction modes may be selectable by the AR

platform using the presentation policy based on client-specific operating conditions. As an

example, the two or more abstraction modes of the abstraction component include at least a non-

abstracted version (e.g., an original form of a graphical AR content item of an AR object) and an

abstracted version (e.g., an abstracted representation of a graphical AR content item of an AR

object). As an example, an abstracted representation may take the form of a graphical icon that

represents a graphical content item in its original form. As another example, an abstracted

representation may take the form of a static image that represents a dynamic video as an original

form. As another example, an abstracted representation may take the form of a flat two-

dimensional object that represents three-dimensional object as an original form. The abstraction

component may include any suitable quantity of abstraction modes, including three or more, ten

or more, hundreds, thousands, or more abstraction modes.

[00187] A degradation component may have two or more degradation modes for the set of

AR objects of the AR application. These degradation modes may be selectable by the AR

platform using the presentation policy based on client-specific operating conditions. As an

example, the two or more degradation modes of the degradation component include at least a

lower quality version and a higher quality version for the set of AR objects. Within the context of

graphical content, a reduction in quality may be characterized by a reduction in resolution,

polygon quantity, refresh rate, frame rate, etc. for a graphical content item relative to its original

form. The degradation component may include any suitable quantity of degradation modes,

including three or more, ten or more, hundreds, thousands, or more degradation modes.



[00188] The degradation component or the abstraction component may be omitted from

the presentation policy in at least some implementations or in certain contexts. In at least some

implementations, aspects of degradation and abstraction may overlap with each other or may be

integrated into a common framework. For example, a polygon quantity for a sphere may be

reduced to a level at which the sphere has the appearance of a polyhedron, thereby providing a

degree of both degradation and abstraction with respect to the sphere. Degradation and

abstraction components will be described in further detail with reference to FIG. 21.

[00189] As previously described, a presentation policy may include one, two, or more

selectable modes for the abstraction component and for the degradation component, along with

applicable criteria for selecting those modes. Such criteria may include value ranges or

thresholds to which measurements of the client state of the AR client may be compared to

identify which abstraction and/or degradation modes are to be selected for a given set of

operating conditions.

[00190] Additionally or alternatively, a presentation policy may include priority identifiers

associated with some or all of the selectable modes of the abstraction component and degradation

component. These priority identifiers may be interpreted by the AR platform (e.g., compared to

each other) as a preferred selection priority of one mode relative to another mode in scenarios

where two or more modes are selectable by the AR platform for a given set of operating

conditions. Priority identifiers may be confined to within the abstraction component or within the

degradation component to provide respective selection priorities for each component.

Alternatively or additionally, priority identifiers may span the abstraction component and the

degradation component to enable the AR platform to select between a degradation mode and an

abstraction mode for a given set of operating conditions. Within this context, the AR platform



may first filter the abstraction and degradation modes based on the operating conditions to obtain

a filtered set of selectable modes, and then utilize the priority identifiers associated with the

selectable modes of the filtered set to select a particular abstraction mode or a particular

degradation mode from the filtered set. In at least some implementations, the AR platform may

select both an abstraction mode and a degradation mode as part of operation 2050. The AR

platform may include a default priority ranking of degradation and abstraction modes that may

be replaced by user-defined aspects of the presentation policy. Typically, degradation modes

having a lesser degree of degradation and abstraction modes having a lesser degree of abstraction

will be preferred for selection over greater degrees of degradation and abstraction if the operating

conditions of the client device are sufficient for the presentation of those selected modes.

[00191] In at least some implementations, the AR platform may include one or more user

interfaces that enable a user to define aspects of the presentation policy. As an example, the user

may define selectable modes for the abstraction component and for the degradation component,

along with the applicable criteria for selecting those modes, and may assign priority identifiers to

the selectable modes of the abstraction and degradation components. These and other aspects of

the presentation policy may be obtained via a user interface as one or more user inputs. As an

example, a user interface may take the form of a developer-user interface for a developer-user to

define aspects of the presentation policy across all instances of an AR application by the

developer. As another example, a user interface may take the form of an end-user interface for an

end user to define aspects of the presentation policy across all or some of the AR applications of

that end user.

[00192] In at least some implementations, the presentation policy or a portion thereof may

be defined within the AR application. The AR application may communicate the presentation



policy to the AR platform during runtime of the AR application, such as via an API. In still other

implementations, the presentation policy may be retrieved by the AR platform from a network

resource that publishes the presentation policy of the AR application. The AR platform may have

a default presentation policy or portions thereof that is/are implemented in the absence of input

from users, AR applications, or third-party sources defining the presentation policy.

[00193] At 2020, the method includes storing the presentation policy or updates to the

presentation policy in association with one or more data entities within the AR system. As an

example, the presentation policy may be tied to one or more data entities to provide AR layer-

specific or application-specific, AR object class-specific, user-specific, etc. presentation policies.

The presentation policy may be stored at or within a database system that is accessible to the AR

system, within program components of the AR system, or within program components of the AR

application(s). As an example, the presentation policy or portions thereof may be stored as a

multi-dimensional map or selection matrix that enables the AR platform to select a particular

degradation mode and/or abstraction mode based on client-specific operating conditions of the

client state of the AR client.

[00194] At 2030, the method includes executing or causing execution of an instance of an

AR application and/or an AR object of the set of AR objects for a client device. As an example,

the instance of the AR object may be executed at or by the AR platform or a program component

thereof. As another example, the AR platform may execute or cause the execution of an instance

of the AR application or a program component thereof to in-turn execute or cause the execution

of the instance of the AR object. Within the context of visual AR, the AR object includes

graphical AR content in the form of one or more graphical AR content items that may be

presented via a graphical display device.



[00195] At 2040, the method includes identifying client-specific operating conditions of

the client state of the AR client. Client-specific operating conditions of the client state may

include one or more of: (1) a network connection status between the client device and a network

resource, (2) a processing capability of the client device, (3) hardware inputs of the client device,

(4) a distance between an estimated position of the client device and a location of the AR object,

(5) focus identified for the AR object, (6) priority identified for the AR object, (7) whether the

AR object is being displayed as part of its native AR layer or as part of a curated AR layer.

[00196] Each operating condition may have one or more associated values that provides a

measure of the client state within a domain or range of values. The operating conditions

identified for the AR client including their associated values enable the AR platform to perform a

comparison with the criteria defined by the presentation policy to select a client-specific

presentation mode. The operating conditions of the client state considered by the AR platform

may include one or more, two or more, three or more, some of, or all of: (1) the network

connection status, (2) the processing capability, (3) the hardware inputs, (4) the distance between

the client device and the location of the AR object, (5) the focus identified for the AR object, (6)

the priority identified for the AR object, (7) whether the AR object is being displayed as part of

its native AR layer or as part of a curated AR layer.

[00197] At 2050, the method includes selecting a client-specific presentation mode based

on the client-specific operating conditions of the client state. As an example, the method at 2052

may include selecting a client-specific abstraction mode from among the two or more abstraction

modes of the presentation policy based on the client-specific operating conditions. Alternatively

or additionally, the method at 2053 may include selecting a client-specific degradation mode

from among the two or more degradation modes of the presentation policy based on the client-



specific operating conditions. Alternatively or additionally, the method at 2054 may include

selecting a client-specific experiential mode from the two or more experiential modes of the

presentation policy based on the client-specific operating conditions.

[00198] The various operating conditions that influence selection of a particular client-

specific mode may be the same as or may differ among abstraction, degradation, and experiential

components of the presentation policy.

[00199] As a first example, the operating conditions of the client state includes at least a

network connection status; and a lower quality version of the AR object may be selected

responsive to the network connection status between the client device and the network resource

indicating lower network throughput or bandwidth, and the higher quality version of the AR

object may be selected responsive to the network connection status between the client device and

the network resource indicating higher network throughput or bandwidth.

[00200] As a second example, the operating conditions of the client state includes at least

the processing capability; and a lower quality version of the AR object may be selected

responsive to a processing capability indicating lower processing throughput or capability, and

the higher quality version of the AR object may be selected responsive to the processing

capability indicating the higher processing throughput or capability.

[00201] As a third example, the operating conditions of the client state includes at least the

distance status; and the lower quality version of the AR object may be selected responsive to the

distance status indicating a greater distance, and the higher quality version of the AR object may

be selected responsive to the distance status indicating a lesser distance.

[00202] At 2060, the method includes presenting, at the client device, an instance of the

graphical AR content item of the AR object according to one or more of the client-specific



degradation mode, the client-specific abstraction mode, and/or the client-specific experiential

mode. The graphical AR content item may be presented at the client device via an AR viewer of

the AR platform or via a non-AR view supported by the AR viewer. Typically, the AR viewer is

a client-based program component of the AR platform. However, in some implementations, the

AR viewer may take the form of a general-purpose browser program (e.g., a web browser)

operating at the client system, and interacting with a server-based component of the AR platform

over a communications network.

[00203] In at least some implementations, the AR platform may generate the instance of

the graphical AR content item in accordance with the selected abstraction, degradation, and/or

experiential modes. Here, the AR platform may receive a graphical AR content item in original

form from the executed AR object or AR application, and may generate an alternative form of

the graphical AR content item that corresponds to the selected abstraction, degradation, and/or

experiential modes. As an example, the AR platform may generate a single frame from a multi-

frame video to be used as an abstracted representation of the multi-frame video. As another

example, the AR platform may generate a lower resolution version of a higher resolution

graphical content item.

[00204] In other implementations, the AR platform may request and receive an instance of

the graphical AR content from the executed AR object or AR application that corresponds to the

selected abstraction, degradation, and/or experiential modes. As an example, the AR platform

may request a particular resolution and/or data size from the executed AR object or AR

application, for example, as a different content item of the same AR object. The AR object or AR

application may fulfill the request received from the AR platform or may provide a lower

priority and/or less resource intensive content item to the AR platform as a response.



[00205] Method 2000 or portions thereof may be repeated or performed continuously to

update the presentation mode of AR objects during runtime, such as where the operating

conditions of the client device change. For example, some or all of the previous operations 2010

and 2020 may be performed following execution of the AR object, such as during runtime. As

another example, the presentation policy may be defined, redefined, or otherwise updated or

changed during runtime of the AR application and its associated AR objects. As yet another

example, operating conditions of a client device or client system may change over time.

Accordingly, the various operations of method 2000 may be at times performed in a different

order, repeated, omitted, or may be performed in parallel.

[00206] FIG. 2 1 is a schematic diagram depicting an example data structure for a

presentation policy 2100. Presentation policy 2100 includes an abstraction component 2 110, a

degradation component 2140, and an experiential component 2170. It will be understood that

presentation policy 2100 is a non-limiting of a data structure that defines presentation of AR

content at an AR client. Accordingly, other suitable data structures may be used to define a

presentation policy.

[00207] An abstraction component may include a plurality of abstraction modes. For

example, abstraction component 2 110 includes abstraction mode 2120 and abstraction mode

2130. Abstraction component 2 110 may include a single abstraction mode or three or more

abstraction modes in another example, or may be omitted from the presentation policy. As an

example, abstraction mode 2120 may refer to a non-abstracted or a lesser abstracted version and

abstraction mode 2130 may refer to an abstracted or greater abstracted version of an AR object

or an AR content item thereof.



[00208] A degradation component may include a plurality of degradation modes. For

example, degradation component 2140 includes degradation mode 2150 and degradation mode

2160. Degradation component 2140 may include a single degradation mode or three or more

degradation modes in another example, or may be omitted from the presentation policy. As an

example, degradation mode 2150 may refer to a non-degraded or lesser degraded version and

degraded mode 2160 may refer to a degraded or greater degraded version of an AR object or an

AR content item thereof.

[00209] An experiential component may include a plurality of experiential modes. For

example, experiential component 270 includes experiential mode 2180 and experiential mode

2190. Experiential component 2170 may include a single experiential mode or three or more

experiential modes in another example, or may be omitted from the presentation policy. As an

example, experiential mode 2180 may refer to an AR view and experiential mode 2190 may refer

to a non-AR view (e.g., a map view) of an AR object or an AR content item thereof.

[00210] Each of the abstraction, degradation, and experiential modes may include or be

associated with a mode definition that identifies and/or defines aspects of the particular mode,

applicable conditions that are to be present to enable programmatic selection the particular mode

by the AR platform, and a priority identifier that provides a relative priority ordering of modes

relative to each other. For example, mode definition 2122 of abstraction mode 2120 may define a

degree of abstraction to be applied to an AR object, applicable conditions 2124 may define a

minimum or maximum network connection status, processing capability, viewing distance status,

etc. that is to be present for selection of abstraction mode 2120. Priority identifier 2126 may

indicate that abstraction mode 2120, if selectable based on operating conditions, is to be selected

over abstraction mode 2130 based on priority identifier 2136. Abstraction mode 2130 similarly



includes mode definition 2132, applicable conditions 2134, and priority identifier 2136 specific

to mode 2130.

[00211] Degradation mode 2150 includes mode definition 2152 specific to mode 2150,

applicable conditions 2154, and priority identifier 2156; and degradation mode 2160 includes

mode definition 2162, applicable conditions 2164, and priority identifier 2166 specific to mode

2160. Experiential mode 2180 includes mode definition 2182 specific to mode 2180, applicable

conditions 2184, and priority identifier 2186; and degradation mode 2190 includes mode

definition 2192, applicable conditions 2194, and priority identifier 2196 specific to mode 2190.

[00212] As previously described, some or all of the presentation policy data (e.g.,

including priority identifiers, applicable conditions, etc.) may be stored as a multi-dimensional

map or selection matrix for use by the AR platform to select one or more policy modes based on

client-specific operating conditions. Referring again to FIG. 3, a presentation policy may be

included in platform data 364 of a server-based AR platform program and/or within platform

data 334 of a client-based AR platform program.

[00213] Priority identifiers may be comparable to each other within a particular

component of the presentation policy to enable the AR platform to select a particular mode for

that component. For example, the AR platform may compare priority identifier 2156 of

degradation mode 2150 to priority identifier 2166 of degradation mode 2160 to determine which

degradation mode is to be used to present content items of an AR object. As another example,

the AR platform may compare priority identifier 2186 of experiential mode 2180 to priority

identifier 2196 of experiential mode 2190 to determine which experiential mode is to be used to

present content items of an AR object.



[00214] Typically, if operating conditions permit the presentation of AR content items via

an AR view, the AR platform will select that experiential mode. Accordingly, a priority identifier

of an experiential mode that includes an AR view will typically refer to a higher priority as

compared to other experiential modes that do not include an AR view. However, it will be

understood that a user may manually select other experiential modes to override programmatic

selection by the AR platform.

[00215] In at least some implementations, priority identifiers may be further comparable

to each other across components of the presentation policy. As an example, the AR platform may

compare priority identifiers of abstraction modes to priority identifiers of degradation modes to

priority identifiers of experiential modes to select a particular mode for a given set of operating

conditions. For example, these priority identifiers may define a hierarchy that directs the AR

platform to present an AR view with no abstraction or degradation if possible or available based

on the operating conditions, followed by an AR view with some level of abstraction and/or some

level of degradation if possible or available based on the operating conditions, followed by a

non-AR view.

[00216] Aspects of the presentation policy or portions thereof may be defined on an

individual user basis (e.g., based on settings within a user account), on an individual AR layer

basis (e.g., based on metadata contained in or associated with the AR layer), on an individual AR

object basis (e.g., based on metadata contained in or associated with the AR object), and/or by

the AR platform. For example, referring also to FIG. 3, platform data 364 and/or 334 of the AR

platform may define or include some or all of the presentation policy. As another example, child

program data 374 and/or 342 of a native AR layer may define or include some or all of the

presentation policy for that native AR layer and its associated AR objects and their various



content items. Referring also to FIG. 6, layer metadata 618 may define or include some or all of

the presentation policy for AR layer 610, such as within layer data 626, and/or object metadata

646 may define or include some or all of the presentation policy AR object 632, such as within

object data 654.

[00217] As previously described, the various methods, operations, processes, or portions

thereof described herein may be tied to a computing system of one or more computing devices.

In particular, such methods, operations, and processes may be implemented as a computer-

application program or service, an application-programming interface (API), a library, and/or

other computer-program type.

[00218] FIG. 22 schematically depicts a non-limiting example of a computing system

2200 that can perform the methods, operation, and processes described above. Computing

system 2200 is shown in simplified form. Computing system 2200 may take the form of one or

more personal computers, server computers, mobile computing devices, electronic controller

devices, wearable devices, and/or other computing devices.

[00219] Computing system 2200 includes a logic subsystem 2210 and a storage subsystem

2212. Computing system 2200 may further include an input subsystem 2214, an output

subsystem 2216, a communication subsystem 2218, and/or other components not shown in FIG.

22.

[00220] Logic subsystem 2210 includes one or more physical logic devices configured to

execute instructions. For example, the logic subsystem may be configured to execute instructions

that are part of one or more applications, services, programs, routines, libraries, objects,

components, data structures, or other logical constructs. Such instructions may be implemented



to perform a task, implement a data type, transform the state of one or more components, achieve

a technical effect, or otherwise arrive at a desired result.

[00221] The logic subsystem may include one or more processors configured to execute

software instructions. Additionally or alternatively, the logic subsystem may include one or more

hardware or firmware logic machines configured to execute hardware or firmware instructions.

Processors of the logic subsystem may be single-core or multi-core, and the instructions executed

thereon may be configured for sequential, parallel, and/or distributed processing. Individual

components of the logic subsystem may be distributed among two or more separate devices,

which may be remotely located and/or configured for coordinated processing. Aspects of the

logic subsystem may be virtualized and executed by remotely accessible, networked computing

devices configured in a cloud-computing configuration.

[00222] Storage subsystem 2212 includes one or more memory devices (e.g., physical

and/or non-transitory memory devices) configured to hold instructions executable by the logic

subsystem to implement the methods and processes described herein. When such methods and

processes are implemented, the state of storage subsystem 2212 may be transformed—e.g., to

hold different data. Storage subsystem 2212 may include removable and/or built-in devices.

Storage subsystem 2212 may include optical memory devices, semiconductor memory devices,

and/or magnetic memory devices, among other suitable forms. Storage subsystem 2212 may

include volatile, nonvolatile, dynamic, static, read/write, read-only, random-access, sequential-

access, location-addressable, file-addressable, and/or content-addressable devices. Aspects of

logic subsystem 2210 and storage subsystem 2212 may be integrated together into one or more

hardware-logic components. While storage subsystem 2212 includes one or more physical

devices, aspects of the instructions described herein alternatively may be propagated by a



communication medium (e.g., an electromagnetic signal, an optical signal, etc.) that is not held

by a physical device for a finite duration.

[00223] The terms "module," "program," and "engine" may be used to describe an aspect

of computing system 2200 implemented to perform a particular function. In some cases, a

module, program, or engine may be instantiated via logic subsystem 2210 executing instructions

held by storage subsystem 2212. It will be understood that different modules, programs, and/or

engines may be instantiated from the same application, service, code block, object, library,

routine, API, function, etc. Likewise, the same module, program, and/or engine may be

instantiated by different applications, services, code blocks, objects, routines, APIs, functions,

etc. The terms "module," "program," and "engine" may encompass individual or groups of

executable files, data files, libraries, drivers, scripts, database records, etc. A "service", as used

herein, may refer to a program that is executable across multiple user sessions. A service may be

available to one or more system components, programs, and/or other services. In some

implementations, a service may run on or be hosted by one or more server-computing devices.

[00224] Input subsystem 2214 may include or interface with one or more user-input

devices such as a keyboard, mouse, touch screen, microphone, camera, etc. Input subsystem

2214 may include or interface with one or more sensor devices, such as inertial sensors, optical

sensors, GPS or other geo-positioning receivers or sensors, for example. Output subsystem 2216

may include or interface with one or more user-output devices such as a graphical display device,

touch screen, audio speakers, haptic/tactile feedback device, etc.

[00225] Communication subsystem 2218 may be configured to communicatively couple

computing system 2200 with one or more other devices. Communication subsystem 2200 may

include wired and/or wireless communication devices compatible with one or more different



communication protocols. As non-limiting examples, the communication subsystem may be

configured for communication via a wired or wireless WAN, LAN, or PAN. In an example, the

communication subsystem may allow computing system 2200 to send and/or receive messages to

and/or from other devices via a communications network.

[00226] As described herein, a variety of information in the form of data may be

measured, collected, received, stored, retrieved from storage, processed, analyzed, organized,

copied, reported, and/or transmitted in raw and/or processed forms. Data includes a set of one or

more values (i.e., data values) of one or more parameters or variables. Such values may be

quantitate or qualitative in nature. Data may be represented by one or more physical quantities,

attributes, or characteristics of one or more signals or object states.

[00227] An object state refers to a physical state of a tangible, physical object, such as a

device or machine. Within the context of a computing system or other electronic system, an

object state may include a value of a bit stored in a memory cell or other suitable

bistable/multistable electronic circuit (e.g., flip-flop or latch) of a memory device. As an

example, a value of a bit may be defined by a high or low physical voltage value of a memory

cell, corresponding to values of 1 or 0 for the bit, respectively.

[00228] Data represented by one or more signals (i.e., data signals) may be propagated by

a communication medium, in the form of electrical signals, electromagnetic signals, optical

signals, etc. Data signals may be communicated over one or more wired and/or wireless

communications links or paths. Data signals may be formatted or otherwise organized into one or

more messages, streams, packets, datagrams, and/or frames as defined by one or more

communications protocols. Data may be represented in a variety of digital and/or analog forms.



[00229] A collection of data may take the form of a set instructions that are executable by

a machine (e.g., a computing device) to perform one or more operations. Such instructions may

be referred to as machine-readable or executable instructions that direct the machine to perform

one or more operations. A set of instructions may take the form of software or a portion thereof

(e.g., a software component). Software may include firmware, an operating system, an

application program or other program type, a software plug-in, a software update, a software

module, a software routine, or other software component.

[00230] An organized collection of data may take the form of a database system or other

suitable data structure (e.g., an electronic file). A database system includes one or more

databases that define relationships and associations between and among data objects. As an

example, a data object (e.g., a user identifier) that includes a set of one or more data values may

be associated with one or more other data objects (e.g., a user setting). A database system may be

integrated with or form part of a program or program component.

[00231] Data may include metadata that describes other data. Metadata describing the

structure of other data, such as a relationship or association of data objects in a database may be

referred to as structural metadata. Metadata describing the content of other data may be referred

to as guide metadata. A collection of data may include metadata and other data described by that

metadata.

[00232] In an example, the following operations may be performed to download and run

an AR object at a computing device or computing system. First, an ARRepo object is created,

and a populate member function is called, passing it a JSON object. This JSON object contains

an "AR Object manifest", which contains the data needed to construct an AR object, namely

URLs where the AR object's data is stored. The populate function creates an ARObject object,



which, in it's initialization, calls appPackageRepo, requesting that it load the application package

or "app package" associated with the AR obj ect "app package" here, refers to the data objects

which provide functionality of the AR object (referred object-specific files and may be

alternatively referred to as AR object components, or assets). The appPackageRepo, if it doesn't

already have that specific "app package" in memory, creates a new AppPackageDefinition

object. This AppPackageDefinition object downloads the three parts of the "app package" from

the server, at endpoints described in the "AR Object manifest". These three components are the

asset Bundle, the Linker, and the Logic (referred to as DLLs). Then it loads the assets and DLLs

from the downloaded files into the running program's memory as software objects and logic. It

then creates a new AppPackagelnstance, which it calls when everything is loaded. The

AppPackagelnstance then links the assets and the logic as dictated in the Linker, and then all of

this gets returned to the ARObject object.

[00233] In an example, the following operations may be performed to upload a child

application and AR objects within the child application. First, an ARObjectRepo object is

created and then calls to the populate member function, passing it a JSON object. This JSON

object contains an "AR Object manifest", which contains the data needed to construct an AR

object, namely URLs where the AR Object's data is stored. The populate function creates an

ARObject object, which, in it's initialization, calls the appPackageRepo object's mount()

function, requesting that it load the "app package" associated with the AR obj ect "app package"

here, refers to the data objects which provide functionality of the AR object (referred to as

object-specific files or alternatively as AR object components, or assets). The appPackageRepo,

if it doesn't already have that specific "app package" in memory, creates a new

AppPackageDefinition object. This AppPackageDefinition object downloads the three parts of



the "app package" from the server, at endpoints described in the "AR Object manifest". These

three components are the asset Bundle, the Linker, and the Logic (referred to as DLLs). Then it

loads the assets and DLLs from the downloaded files into the running program's memory as

software objects and logic. It then creates a new AppPackagelnstance, which it calls when

everything is loaded. The AppPackagelnstance then links the assets and the logic as dictated in

the Linker, and then all of this gets returned to the ARObject object.

[00234] FIG. 23A and 23B are flow diagrams depicting an example method performed in

connection with a software developer program (e.g., client-based) referred to as "Unity Editor"

that forms part of the AR platform program set referred to as "ARena" for creating and

uploading child application components to a server system for deployment to end user clients.

[00235] At 2310, the developer downloads and installs the developer package, including

the "Unity Editor". At 2312, the developer initiates a package creation process, and the current

scene prepared by the developer is saved at 2314. At 2316, ARena compiles a DLL, which

includes sub-processes 2318 - 2322. At 2324, ARena builds a Linker file, which includes sub-

processes 2326 - 2336. At 2340, ARena bundles the assets into a unity asset Bundle, which

includes sub-processes 2342 - 2352. At 2354, the content is uploaded from an output directory to

a server system associated with the AR platform. At 2356, a clean up post-process is performed,

which includes sub-processes 2358 and 2360.

[00236] FIG. 24A and 24B are flow diagrams depicting an example method performed in

connection with a client-based platform program at a client device for downloading and loading

child application components for presentation of AR content to an end user. A 2410, a list of

potential content is automatically downloaded to the client. At 2412, a manifest is downloaded

from the server system, including a DLL, asset Bundle, and Linker. The system gathers all



currently known abstract trackable content in a particular scene at 2414, and creates a pairing

library for each ARObject and its trackable content at 2420. At 2420, a GUI is generated using a

callback. At 2422, a user interacts with an AR UI to load an AR object to the world space. At

2424, download of content is initiated if a conflicting object is not identified. At 2426, the

Linker, Logic, and asset Bundle are downloaded, and ARena mounts the DLL at 2428. The AR

object is associated with its trackable at 2430, and loading is completed at 2432. At 2440, an

instance of the application is loaded, including sub-processes 2442 - 2454. At 2456, the content

associated with the application is loaded. At 2458, the user can experience and enjoy the loaded

application and associated content.

[00237] FIG. 25 depicts an example of pseudo code associated with object hierarchy that

may be implemented by or in connection with the AR platform disclosed herein.

[00238] FIGS. 26A - D depict an example of pseudo code associated with priority features

that may be implemented by or in connection with the AR platform disclosed herein.

[00239] FIGS. 27A and 27B depict an example of pseudo code associated with conflict

mitigation features that may be implemented by or in connection with the AR platform disclosed

herein.

[00240] FIGS. 28 depicts an example of pseudo code associated with event capture

features that may be implemented by or in connection with the AR platform disclosed herein.

[00241] FIGS. 29 depicts an example of pseudo code associated with a schema-developer

hybrid abstraction that may be implemented by or in connection with the AR platform disclosed

herein.

[00242] The configurations and/or approaches described herein are exemplary in nature,

and specific implementations or examples are not to be considered in a limiting sense, because



numerous variations are possible. The specific methods, operations, or processes described

herein may represent one or more of any number of processing strategies. As such, various acts

illustrated may be performed in the sequence illustrated, in other sequences, in parallel, or in

some cases omitted. Likewise, the order of the above-described processes may be changed. The

subject matter of the present disclosure includes all novel and nonobvious combinations and sub

combinations of the various methods, processes, operations, systems and configurations, and

other features, functions, acts, and/or properties disclosed herein, as well as any and all

equivalents thereof.



CLAIMS:

1. A computerized augmented reality (AR) method, comprising:

obtaining a presentation policy at an AR platform program for a set of AR objects of an

AR application to be implemented by the AR platform program responsive to client-specific

operating conditions of a client state of an AR client, the presentation policy including:

an abstraction component having two or more abstraction modes for the set of AR

objects of the AR application, and

a degradation component having two or more degradation modes for the set of

AR objects of the AR application;

executing an instance of an AR object of the set of AR objects at the AR platform

program for a client device of the AR client, the AR object including a graphical AR content

item;

identifying client-specific operating conditions of the client state of the AR platform,

including one or more of:

a network connection status between the client device and a network resource,

a processing capability of the client device,

a distance status between a geospatial position of the client device and a target

geospatial position at which the AR object is to be presented;

selecting a client-specific abstraction mode from among the two or more abstraction

modes of the presentation policy based on the client-specific operating conditions;

selecting a client-specific degradation mode from among the two or more degradation

modes of the presentation policy based on the client-specific operating conditions; and



presenting, at the client device via an AR viewer of the AR platform program, an instance

of the graphical AR content item of the AR object according to the client-specific degradation

mode and the client-specific abstraction mode.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the operating conditions of the client state include two or

more of: the network connection status, the processing capability, and/or the distance status.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein the operating conditions of the client state include each

of: the network connection status, the processing capability, and the distance status.

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein obtaining the presentation policy includes obtaining the

presentation policy via a developer-user interface as a developer-user input; and

wherein the presentation policy is applied by the AR platform across all instances of the

AR application for client devices to present an instance of the AR object according to the client-

specific degradation mode and the client-specific abstraction mode.

5 . The method of claim 1, wherein obtaining the presentation policy includes obtaining the

presentation policy via an end-user interface as an end-user input; and

wherein the presentation policy is applied by the AR platform across all AR applications

executed by the AR platform for the client device.

6 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:



storing the presentation policy in association with one or more of: the AR application, a

class of AR objects that identifies the set of AR objects, a user identifier attributed to a user of

the client device.

7 . The method of claim 1, wherein the two or more degradation modes of the degradation

component include at least a lower quality version and a higher quality version for the set of AR

objects.

8 . The method of claim 7, wherein the operating conditions of the client state includes at

least the network connection status; and

wherein the lower quality version of the AR object is selected responsive to the network

connection status between the client device and the network resource indicating lower network

throughput, and the higher quality version of the AR object is selected responsive to the network

connection status between the client device and the network resource indicating higher network

throughput.

9 . The method of claim 7, wherein the operating conditions of the client state includes at

least the processing capability; and

wherein the lower quality version of the AR object is selected responsive to the

processing capability indicating lower processing throughput, and the higher quality version of

the AR object is selected responsive to the processing capability indicating higher processing

throughput.



10. The method of claim 7, wherein the operating conditions of the client state includes at

least the distance status; and

wherein the lower quality version of the AR object is selected responsive to the distance

status indicating a greater distance, and the higher quality version of the AR object is selected

responsive to the distance status indicating a lesser distance.

11 . The method of claim 1, wherein the two or more abstraction modes of the abstraction

component include a non-abstracted version for the set of AR objects and an abstracted version

for the set of AR objects.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the degradation component includes three or more

degradation modes, each including a different level of quality for the set of AR objects.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the operating conditions of the client state include focus

or priority identified for the AR object.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein the operating conditions of the client state include

whether the AR object is being displayed as part of its native AR layer or as part of a curated AR

layer.

15. The method of claim 1, wherein the presentation policy further includes:



an experiential component having two or more experiential modes for the set of AR

objects of the AR application, the two or more experiential modes including at least an AR view

and a non-AR view;

wherein the method further comprises:

selecting a client-specific experiential mode from among the two or more

experiential modes of the presentation policy based on the client-specific operating

conditions; and

wherein said presenting includes presenting the instance of the graphical AR

content item of the AR object the according to the client-specific experiential mode.

16. A computing system, comprising:

one or more computing devices collectively hosting an instance of an AR platform

program configured to:

obtain a presentation policy for a set of AR objects of an AR application to be

implemented by the AR platform program responsive to client-specific operating

conditions of a client state of an AR client, the presentation policy including:

an abstraction component having two or more abstraction modes for the

set of AR objects of the AR application, and

a degradation component having two or more degradation modes for the

set of AR objects of the AR application;

execute an instance of an AR object of the set of AR objects for a client device of

the AR client;



identify client-specific operating conditions of the client state of the AR client,

including one or more of:

a network connection status between the client device and a network

resource,

a processing capability of the client device,

a distance status between a geospatial position of the client device and a

target geospatial position at which the AR object is to be presented;

select a client-specific abstraction mode from among the two or more abstraction

modes of the presentation policy based on the client-specific operating conditions;

select a client-specific degradation mode from among the two or more

degradation modes of the presentation policy based on the client-specific operating

conditions; and

present, at the client device via an AR viewer of the AR platform program, an

instance of the AR object according to the client-specific degradation mode and the

client-specific abstraction mode.
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